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Plate 1- Map showing distribution of major tec-
tonic and petrologic elements of the 
Pioneer Mountains,simplified from Dover, 
(1983). The locations of the 34 fault 
sites are shown with their corresponding 
derived slip vectors. 
Appendix 1- Geologic map of a portion of the 129 
study area along Boulder Canyon, west of· 
Wildhorse Canyon. 
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Figure 2-1: 
Figure 3-1: 
Figure 4-1: 
Figure 4-2: 
Figure 4-3: 
Figure 4-4: 
LIST OF FIGURES 
Distribution and general regional tectonic 
setting of Cordilleran metamorphic core com-
plexes, numbered as follows: 1, Frenchman's Cap; 
2, Thor-Odin; 3, Pinnacles; 4, Valhalla; 5, 
Okanogan; 6, Kettle; 7, Selkirk; 8, Bitterroot 
(Idaho batholith); 9, Pioneer; 10, Albion-Raft 
River-Grouse Creek; 11, Ruby; 12, Snake Range; 
13, Whipple; 14, Harcuvar; 15, Harquahalla; 16, 
South Mountains-White Tank; 17, Picacho; 18, 
Tortolita; 19, Catalina-Rincon; 20, Santa Teresa-
Pinaleno; 21, Comobabi-Coyote; 22, Pozo Verde; 
23, Magdalena; 24, Madera; 25, Mazatan; 26, 
Death Valley turtlebacks.(After Coney, 1980). 
Diagrammatic section showing structural rela-
tionships of major allochthons and intrusives in 
the Pioneer Mountains (after Dover, 1980). 
Generalized map of roads and creeks in study 
area. 
Photograph (looking west) from Wildhorse Creek 
of northern core-bounding fault along Boulder 
Canyon where it has a listric geometry and 
superimposes Missippian limestones over Eocene 
quartz monzonite. 
Equal-area plots of lineations and poles to 
mylonitic foliations for Site 1. Contour in-
tervals are 1%, 20%, and 35% for lineations 
(n=20) and 1%, 10%, 20%, and 30% for foliations 
(n=58). 
Equal-area plots of m-poles and fault poles 
for Sites 1, 2, 3, and 4 along the northern 
core-bounding fault (Dover's Wildhorse fault). 
Contour intervals for fault data for Sites 1, 
3, and 4 are 2%, 4%, 6%, 8%, 10%, and 12% per 
1% area. For Site 2, contour intervals are 2%, 
4%, 8%, 12% form-poles and 2%, 4%, 6%, 8%, 10%, 
and 12% for fault poles. 
Schematic diagram illustrating the opposing sense 
of shear along microfractures oriented oblique to 
the fault zone relative to the over-all sense of 
shear (after Simpson and Schmid), similar to 
faulting measured at Site 4 . 
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Figure 4-5: 
Figure 4-6: 
Figure 4-7: 
Figure 4-8: 
Figure 4-9: 
Figure 4-10: 
Figure 4-11: 
Equal-area plots of m-poles and fault ·poles for 
a fault which borders the eastern edge of the 
Dry Canyon window (Site 5) (Dover's Wildhorse 
fault). For Site 5, contour intervals for 
m-poles and fault poles are, respectively, 2%, 
8%, 14%, 20%, 26%, and 2%, 4%, 8%, and 12%. 
Photograph (looking northwest) of the shal-
lowly (30 degrees) west-dipping Pioneer core-
bounding fault at Site 7 in Corral Creek 
Canyon along the western margin of the 
crystalline core. The fault is overlain by 
poorly exposed Devonian Milligen shales and 
underlain by Ordovician quartzites. 
Photograph (looking west) of the Pioneer 
fault in Paymaster Gulch along the southern 
edge of the core where the fault zone dips 
roughly 55-65 degrees south and places Devonian 
Milligan shales (lower left) over Ordovician 
quartzites (right). 
Equal-area plots of m-poles, fault poles, and 
lineations from the northwestern and western 
margins of the core (the Pioneer fault)- Sites 
6 and 7 in Summit and Corral Creek Canyons. 
Contour intervals for Site 6 fault data are 2%, 
4%, 6%, 8%, 10%, and 12%. For Site 7, linea-
tions are contoured at 1%, 12%, 24%, and 36% 
(n=50) and m-poles and fault poles are contoured 
at, respectively, 1%, 11%, 21%, and 2%, 6%, 10%, 
14%, and 18%. 
Equal-area plots of m-poles and fault poles 
from the western and southern margins of the 
core (the Pioneer fault)- Sites 8 and 9 in 
Hyndman Creek Canyon and Paymaster Gulch. 
Contour intervals for Site 8 fault data are 
2%, 4%, 6%, 8% and 10%. Them-poles and fault 
poles for Site 9 are contoured at, respectively, 
1%, 5%, 9%, 13%, and 1%, 3%, 5%, 7%, and 9%. 
Schematic diagram illustrating orientat.ions of 
possible second order shears generated withjn 
the fault zone at Site 8, along the Pioneer 
core-bounding fault. 
Equal-area plots of m-poles, fault poles, and 
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slickenside striae for Site 10, in the south-
eastern corner of the complex in East Fork 
Canyon. M-poles and fault poles are contoured 
at 21, 4%, 6%, 8%, 10%, and 121 and contour 
intervals for slickensides are 2%, 6%, 10%, 14%, 
18%, and 22%. 
Figure 4-12: Equal-area plots of m-poles, fault poles, and 
37 
slickenside striae for Site 11 along the Pioneer 
fault in Summit Creek Canyon, northwest of the 
core. M-pole data are contoured at 2%, 4%, 8%, 
and 12% and contour intervals for fault poles 
and slickensides are 2%, 4%, 6%, 8%, 10%, and 
12%. 
Figure 4-13: Histogram indicating the predominantly shallow 
39 
rakes of slickensides measured at Site 10, 
along the Pioneer fault northwest of the 
crystalline complex. 
Figure 4-14: Equal-area plots of m-poles, fault poles, and 
40 
slickensides for the Pioneer fault exposed along 
Trail Creek Road, northwest of the metamorphics 
(Site 12). These structural elements are 
contoured at 2%, 4%, 6%, 8%, 10%, and 12%. 
Figure 4-15: Photograph of the fault breccia along the high-
42 
Figure 4-16: 
Figure 4-17: 
Figure 4-18: 
angle fault which forms the eastern margin of 
the Pioneer window which is exposed in Broad 
Canyon. 
Generalized geologic map of the Pioneer 
Mountains showing the location and derived slip 
vector for Site 13, situated east of the 
Pioneer window, in the Copper Basin. 
Equal-area plot: of m-poles and fault poles 
for the Glide Moun~ain fault where it crops 
out east of the Pioneer window (Site 13) and 
west of Dry Canyon (~ite 14). Contour intervals 
for these data are 2%, 4%, 6%, 8%, 10%, and 12%. 
Equal-area plots of slickensides and fault poles 
for the Glide Mountain fault where it crops out 
northwest of the core, in Phi Kappa Canyon 
(Site 15). Contour intervals for slickensides 
and fault poles are, respectively, 2%, 4%, 10%, 
16% and 2%, 16%, and 30%. 
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Photograph (looking northwest) of highly 
deformed a~gillites of the Little Copper Fm. 
underlying the Glide Mountain fault along 
the ridge north of Trail Creek Road and 7 kms. 
northwest of the core complex. 
Equal-area plots of fault data for the Glide 
Mountain f~ult where it crops out northwest of 
the core, along Trail Creek Road (Site 16). 
M-poles are contoured at 2%, 4%, 6%, and 8% 
and fault poles and fault striae are contoured 
at 1%, 3%, 5%, 7%, 9%, and 11%. 
, 
Equal-area plots of m-poles, fault poles, and 
slickensides for a low-angle fault in the Copper 
Basin plate, which borders the Wildhorse window 
(Site 17)~ M-poles are contoured at 3%, 5%, 7%, 
~%, and 11% and contour intervals for fau]t 
.pol·es and sl:ickensides are 2%, 4%, 6%, 8%, 10%, 
·and 12%·. 
Equal-area plots of fault data for low-angle 
faults in the Glide Mountain plate which crop 
out in Phi Kappa Canyon (Sites 18 and 19). 
Site 18 m-poles and Site 19 fault poles are 
contoured at 2%, 4%, 8%, 12%, 16%, and 20%. 
Contour intervals for Site 18 fault poles and 
Site 19 slickensides are, respectively, 2%, 8%, 
14%, 20%, and 26% and 2%, 10%, 18%, ·and .26%. 
Photograph (looking northwest) of a ~ow-an.gJe 
f'aµ.lt which repeats the Glide Mountain p1a.t'e. 
:in· Phi Kappa Canyon (Site 19). This fau.lt· 
dips 55. degrees southwest and places 
indura:ted, fissile shales (left) over 
:quartzites (tight). This fault is sha~p, 
s:im.i1ar to other faults in th·is. ··area~, 
Photograph (looking northeast) df a 1ow-
ang1e· f~u1.t in the Glide Mountai·n. plate, 
·wh.i:ch separates upper plate highly deforme:~ 
qua:rtzites from shear:ed argillites and .is 
:e·x:posed .along the ridge· north of Trail :creek 
·Road (Site 20) . 
:Equal-area plots of 'm"'""p·Qles ·an:d fault poles 
for·~ .low~artgle fault ·ip the Glide Mountain 
:P:lat.~ wh:ich cr:o·ps ou:t along: Trail Creek Road 
.51 
58 
6t 
(Site 20) . These c!ata are contoured at 2%, 
4%, 6%, 8%, 10%, and 12%. 
Figure 4-26: Photograph (looking north) of the Wood River 65 
fault zone in Federal Gulch in East Fork 
Canyon and south of the metamorphic window. 
The fault dips 25 degrees northeast, and 
separates scattered, faulted outcrops of 
Devonian M'illigen shales from upper plate 
Wood River sandstones. 
Figtrr,e: 4,: .. ,2.7: Equal-area plots of slickensides and fault 66 
poles for the Wood River fault where it crops 
out south of the core in Federal Gulch and 
Hyndman Creek Canyon (Sites 21 and 22). Contour 
intervals for Site 21 fault data are 2%, 8%, 
14%, 20%, 26%, and 32%. For Site 22, centaur 
intervals are 2%, 12%, 22% for slickensides and 
2%, 8%, 18%, 28%, and 38% for fault poles. 
-Fi,g)1re: ·4.·-2·~3":: Equal-area plots of m-poles and fault poles 68. 
·for the Wood River fault where it crops o.ut· 
west of the core, along Park Cree-k Road (Sit.~$ 
23 and 24). Contour intervals for t:hese f:au.lt 
data are 2%, 4%, 6%, 8%, and 10% . 
. Fig·ure. 4_-:29··: Equal-area plots of m-:po~'.es, fault. p.oles, and ·71 
slickensides for a low-anglP. fault in the Wood 
River Fm. which borders the western core margin 
(Site 25)~ M-poles are contoured at 2%, 4%, 7%, 
10%, and 13.% and contour inte.rvals for fault 
poles and slickensid.es are 2%, 4%, 6%, 8%., and .. 
10%· .. 
:Eq~a1=.are·a plots: of fault .. qa·ta for low~a·h:gi_e. 
f-:ctults· within the: ·metamo·rp'hic core' whi,ch .are 
n·ear the west.ern core boundary (Sites ·26 and 27}. 
:ld:-.po1es for Site 2.6 and s:lickensides for S·ite 2 .. 7 
:c1,:re contoured at, respectively, 2%, 6%, 10%, 
14.%, 18% and ·2%, 4%, 6%, 8%, and 1.0%. Fault 
poles are contou,red at _2.%,. 4%, 8%., 12%,. 16%·, 
and 20%. 
Equ·al-'-·area ··plots. of m-poles, fault poles., ,and .. 
s1ickens.ides .for Site 28, a low"""·aiigle fault in· 
t·he metamorphic. core. These data are contoured 
at:, respectively, 2%, 4%, .6%,. 8%, 10%, 12%; 2%, 
,4%, .12,% ,. 20%, 28.% .; q,pd 2%., 4·%, 8%, 12%', and 16%. 
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Figure 4-32: Equal-area plots of m-poles and fault poles for 78 
s·ites 29 and 30, two high-angle faults which 
deform and border the Wildhorse window. M-poles 
and Site 29 fault poles are contoured at 2%, 4%, 
8%, and 12%. Site 30 fault poles are contoured 
at 2%, 4%, 6%, 8%, and 1or~ 
Figure 4~33:· Equal-area plots of fault data for Sites 30 and 79 
Site 31, high-angle faults which border the 
Wildhorse window and deform the Summit Creek 
Stock, respectively. Slickensides from Site 30 
are contoured at 2%, 4%, 6%, 8%, 10%, and 12%. 
M-poles and fault poles for Site 31 are 
contoured at 2%, 4%, 6%, 8%, 10%, and 12%. 
,Fi·gu,t.e:: 4---·34r Equal-area plots of m-poles, fault poles, and s:2". 
slickensides for Site 32, a high-angle fault in 
the Summit Creek stock. These data are 
contoured at, respectively, 2%, 6%, 10%; 2%, 6%, 
12%, 18%; and 2%, 4%, 6%, 8%, 10%. 
Figure 4~35··,:: .·Eq·ual-area plots of .m-poles and fault poles fo.r 8·4. 
$J .. t,es 33 and 34, high-angle faults which are 
figure 5.~2.-
s}tuated· in North Fork Canyon and along East 
Fork Road, respectively. Contour intervals are 
1%, 4%, 7%, 10% for Site 33 m-poles; 2%, 5%, 7%, 
9%, 11%, 13% for Site 33 fault poles; 2%, 4%, 
8%, 12% for Site 34 m-poles; and 2%, 6%, 12%, 
18%, 24% for Site 34 fault poles. 
'Rose diagr~ indicating bim.odal distribu~ion· o·f· 
f.·aul ting w.i thin the Pion.eer Mountain.s for 31 .of 
the study sites. Freque.nci·es of slip vectors. 
:·are directly proportional to the a.reas of the·' 
.'s~ctions, which are di .. vided into 15 pegr·ee 
in.tervals . 
. Azi:m:uthal. p:r:oj ec-tions of slip vectqr~ for 31 
f'aul·ts which ·have been groti·ped acc·ording to 
their ·kinematics a,nd interpreted. a.ges of. 
f·aulting. Mesozoic compression ·and Neogen·e 
Ba.s.in and Range extension were. both ENE-
,directea, in contrast to the early Tertiary 
extension which was largely NW- to WNW-dire:·.dt·ed.:-
G:~n~ral ized geo .. logic map of the Pioneer 
.Mountains show.in·g · t·he: slip vec'tors for f:aul:ts: 
a.t·· 22 study :sit.es· which are interp·rete·d to be 
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Figure 5-4: 
Figtite .5-~·.5: 
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Tertiary-age structures. 
Azimuthal projections of the slip vectors for 
seven sites along the northern, western, and 
southern margins of the core, shown above with 
an equal-area stereographic projection of the 
high-angle fault which forms the eastern 
boundary of the core and which strikes 
perpendicular to these extensional displace-
ments. White arrows represent the lineation 
trends from 2 of these sites. 
Azimuthal projections of the slip vectors for 
faults adjoining the Dry Canyon (Sites 5 and 14) 
and Wildhorse windows (Sites 29 and 30). These 
displacements are all interpreted as early 
Tertiary movements. 
Azimuthal projections of the extensional slip 
vectors for low-angle faults within the 
unmetamorphosed cover, including the Pioneer 
fault (Sites 11 and 12), the Glide Mountain 
fault (Sites 15 and 16), the Wood River fault 
(Sites 21 and 22), and low-angle faults in th~ 
Glide Mountain plate (Sites 18 and 19) and 'Wood 
Riv·er Fm. (Site 25) . 
Azimuthal projections of the slip vector$ .for 
1ow~angle faults within the metamorphic core 
(Sites 26, 27, and 28) . 
G:en·eral ized geologic map of the Pione:e_;r 
Mountaitts s_how_ing the slip vectors of ·f·au1-t·s at 
4 :study sites which are interpreted to b·e 
N~ogene Basin- and Range faults. 
Az·i:muthal projections of the slip ve¢t9;rs· for 
high:-·angle f-aul ts w:hich clef or·m t-he Wild.horse 
window (Sites 29 and 30} and Summ"it. Creek. Sto.ck. 
{Sites 31 and 32) and are interpr~ted 't9 be 
eatly Tertiary faults. 
Azimuthal projections, of· 5. . iip v_ectors· f.or two 
h.igh~an_gle f aµ1t,s si tu·ated i!1 North Fork Canyon'· 
(Site 33) a.nd along E·ast Fork Road (Site 34) ·~ 
Th~se faults are ·interpreted ·to be Neogene 
Bas.i:n. and R.c:t.nge·· str.uctu:res. 
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Figure 5-11: 
. Figure 5-13: 
Generalized geologic map of the Pioneer 
Mountains showing the slip vectors for faults at 
4 study sites which are interpreted to be 
Mesozoic compressional faults. 
Azimuthal projections of ENE slip vectors for 
sites along the Glide Mountain and Woo<l River 
faults and a low-angle fault in the Glide 
Mountain Plate. These displacements are 
·interpreted as Mesozoic thrusting . 
Diagrammatic cross-sectional sketch illustrat-
ing Mesozoic and Tertiary tectonic events 
shaping the Pioneer Mountains region ( WR= Woo·d 
River Allochthon, SV= Sun Valley Allochthon, 
GM= Glide Mountain Plate, CB= Copper Basin 
,Plate,. MS= metasediment~ry sequence, GC= gneiss 
·b.omplex, CV= Eocene Challis volcanics, QM= 
Eo.cene quartz monzoni te) . 
. _-... ·• . '•· 
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ABSTRACT 
The- ·brittle deformation ·within the Pioneer Mountains can be 
.. -··.··. 
ascribed to three distinct deformational episodes: Mesozoic 
Sevier/Laramide thrusting, early Tertiary extension, and Neogene Basin 
and Range extension. The Mesozoic Sevier/Laramide orogeny culminated 
'in thrusting which was ENE-directed, superimposing Paleozoic 
'miog_eocl inal th·rust plates onto parautochthonous lower Paleozoic shelf 
c.a·r-bon,ates· core. tocks of ductilely deforming Paleozoic 
me:tasediments and .P.recambrian gn~isses. Compressional stru·~tures are 
:pos·t.·d:.ated by ductile and brittle ipa-nifestations of a .younger, region:a1 
r--
NW~d-irected extension, whic·h initiated at le.as·t: b.y latest Mesozoic to 
earliest Tertiary time. Althou~ the large stratigraphic separations 
across many· of the faults in the: ~tre_ai. are largely a result of 
'$ .. ~-vi.er/Latamide t-hrusting., mo:s't o . .f the .l.ow..,.-~~gle faults in the· r·ange. 
display NW
·. 
. 
·th.es·e structures are: 
. . . . . 
' . . . 
. Al.1-.ochtb.on:~ o.verly.irtg the Pioneer· 
:.me:t~morp.hic co·r'.e w~r.e largely .displaced .to the: :NW or WNW over a 
which :e\ro1v:ed ·dt1ring th.e early 'T:ert1ary exte.ns,ion. Widespre_ad low~ 
·_angle: norlital f.ault111g w&:thi·n the alloc-hth·opous cov·er is postdate.d by 
l 
•· 
... 
(. 
core-bounding faults continued subsequent to this igneou
s event. 
Several high-angle strike-slip faults developed in this NW
-directed 
extensional regime cut both Eocene igneous rocks and low-ang
le normal 
faults, implying that brittle extension within the cover r
ocks may 
'b'.a.v~ pr"C>gressed from low-angle to high-angle normal faulting. Duct
ile 
fabr-:ics developed. within the highest structural levels of t
he core, 
_myloni tes and 
• 
lil plutonic rocks and linea.tions 
• 
1.n . 
. quartzi tes, a:re k .. inemat.ically r~.lated to: ·the. detachment fa\1lting: a·n.d 
ar~ duc:ti le., d:e.e-p-s:eated: mani:fes.£at:io-ns·· of the Te.rtiary= ¢:xten·s
ion .. 
The early :'f'er·t'iary extens.ional str·ui:..ture-:s· a:r·e postdated ·by f'auI·t
.-s 
.re.presente:d b:y ,·,s:tr.i.ke-slip and norm·a1 .high~·~n·g.le :faults and 
a,. low~= 
angle nor.mal '£.au.It. 
is a pp ar·e n. :tl y .. N,e 0.-g.e,11 e: in .ag __ e· ... 
-· 
. 
I\ 
·-~·•. 
INTRODUCTION 
Th~ Pioneer Mountain core complex outcrops along a north-
trending continuous belt of core complexes which extends from Southern 
·Canada to Mexico (see Figure 1-1). Various theories of origin have 
been invoked for these structutes ranging from Mesozoic compressional 
deformation to Tertiary uplift and denudational gravity gliding 
(Coney, 1980, Armstron.g, 1982). The nor-therQ Cordilleran _complexes 
Jie west of the f~ont of Mesozoic thin-skinned compressional 
:cJe·--f.Qr.mati·.on,. w·ith·in. tlh.e hi-n·t~r land of the:. fold-thrust belt, and record 
. . 
. 
th.rusting and early· TerJ;:i·~r·y 
·:e.:x::t·-e-n.:si.op.. To ·t,he south,: th~ _relative imp·o-r-tan·ce of both mid.~Terti:·ar:y 
-. 
:ar:e.. _nionogenetic a.n·d :pti:tel_y 'i'e_rtiary in age (Coney, 1980, Armst::to:ng;. 
1982) .• The?e soutihern co:mplexe.s 1 ie .astride or ju-st east- of ·th·e be_l t_ 
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~ Early to IM-TtrflorJ Volcanic• 
t--::3 SMwap Metamorphic Rock• 
~ Laramldt ThrUlt Fault 
~ Sevier Twust Fault 
Figure 1-1: Distribution and general regional tectonic ~ 
setting of Cordilleran metamorphic core com-
plexes, numbered as follows: 1, Frenchman's Cap; 
2, Thor-Odin; 3, Pinnacles; 4, Valhalla; 5, 
Okanogan; 6, Kettlei 7, Selkirk; 8, Bitterroot 
(Idaho batholith); 9, Pioneer; 10, Albion-Raft 
River-Grouse Creek; 11, Ruby; 12, Snake Range; 
13, Whipple; 14, ~arcuvar; 15, Harquahalla; 16, 
South Mountains-White Tank; 17, Picacho; 18, 
Tortolita; 19, Catalina-Rincon; 20, Santa Teresa-
Pinaleno; 21, Comobabi-Coyote; 22, Pozo Verde; 
23, Magdalena; 24, Madera; 25, Mazatan; 26, 
Death Valley turtlebacks.(After Coney, 1980). 
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of two contrasting models of origin, compression versus extens
ion. 
However, it • 1S now widely accepted that the final (and possibly 
predominant) mechanism of basement uplift and exposure can be ascribed 
to Tertiary age deformation (Wernicke, 1981, 1985, Davis, 1979, 1983, 
Coney, 1980, 1984). 
In the Pioneers, the effects of Mesozoic compressional 
deformation have been well-documented by Dover (1981). Recent work by 
O'Neill and Pavlis (1985), O'Neill (1985), and O'Neill and Pavlis (in 
preparation) in the northwest corner of the metamorphic window 
suggested that the role of extension required clarification and 
that 
' 
later Eocene northwest-directed extension has played an important
r~et 
poorly defined, role in the structural evolution of the en
tire 
complex. In an attempt to resolve the complexities of the Mesozoic 
and Tertiary structural histories of this area, a kinematic ana
lysis 
of many of the • maJor faults in the area was undertaken, u
sing 
Arthaud's concept of movement planes (1969). While O'Neill's work 
indicates that the early Tertiary extension which affected the 
area 
was northwest-directed (O'Neill and Pavlis, 1985, O'Neill, 1985, 
O'Neill and Pavlis, in preparation), older Mesozoic thrusts were 
apparently east or northeast directed (Dover, 1969, 1980, 1981); 
· nearly 90 degrees from this extension. Moreover, Neogene Basin-
Range 
extension is also east-northeast directed. The marked azimut
hal 
difference in the 
• 
various structural events implies that kinematic 
data could be used as an age indicator for faults of this area.
 In 
this paper I discuss results from a study which takes this appro
ach. 
5 
The data show a general pattern in which most of the faulting in the 
range appears to be a product of a NW-directed extensional 
deformation. However, locally there is clear evidence for both an 
older ENE-directed thin-skinned compression and a younger ENE-directed 
extension. 
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GEOLOGIC SETTING 
The Pioneer " Mountains of southcentral Idaho lie within the. 
hinterland of the Idaho-Wyoming fold-thrust belt, just east of a late· 
Cretaceous magmatic arc-- the Idaho batholith-- and north of a large 
Neogene volcanic ri.f:t • province-- the Snake River Plain. In this 
locality··,. relatively uninetamorphosed miogeot1 inal rocks were emplaced 
o·n tj;.m:.e~equi valent, cratonal shelf f acies uni ts during the late·. 
Subsequent 'I'er'tiary structur.a1 complexitie.s: were t-her-e-fore-
$tfpe:rimposed on an older thrust te.rr.a.ne-. .Man.y. low-·an:g:le f aul·t·s are-
';r.~·cognized: in· the rarige, but. it is. not '.clear if 'L1~ey- are thrusts:, low~ 
·Utti ts.: 1:) rewo:rk~d _:Prot¢.·rozotc baseme·.nt.::-: . . .. . .... · .... , 2) me·tamor·ph<)sed 
_s.~dimen;tc3,ry rpcks • 1n the 
-E.o.cene: qua:r-tz: m.on·z·oni.t:e !. _Th'e.· Eoce.n·e pl uton f9rms th:e. eastern half of 
.ci"tys:t.al li.ne· • 1S p.:os.t._-··te.cto:nic to t.he m~i.n p.ha$e . 
·me.·t-am.orphic f abriG r~¢ogni.ze.d ·i.n· -~·11 ,o1der ·units·,. 'fh.e ;:Me·s.ozo:ic (?·) 
·plut:oni.c complex: :oc.cu_r,s a_s· a. l~rge, .int-rµ·_s.1v_e $.h~et -pi _gr_~nq.qiori~-e 
. . 
,e-t1tp·1 aced a.-1 ortg the· ·s.truct1.tr-al. basemen:t and: cover-· .. ' ' . . : . . . . . . 
~· 
de:£ ormation .... 
,,.,.: 
SOUTHWESTERN AREA CENTRAL AREA NORTHEASTERN AREA 
MtU.J8EH FM. 
Figure 2-1: 
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Diagrammatic section showing structural rela-
tionsli.ips of major allochthons and intrusives ii1 
the Pioneer Mountains (after Dover, 1980). 
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faults 
Along most of its borders, shallowly to moderately dipping 
separate the core from a complexly faulted package of 
relatively unmetamorphosed Paleozoics. These cover rocks were 
transported northeastward by Mesozoic thrusting and are superimposed 
along four • maJor low-angle, fault 
1980, 1981) (see FLgures 2-1). 
systems (see Dover, 1969, 1975, 
In the northern Pioneers, the 
Wildhorse "thrust" frames the northernmost sections of the metamorphic 
core. Moreover, Dover (1981) also considered faults which border 
Ordovician to Devonian parautochthonous carbonates of the Dry Canyon 
and Wildhorse "windows" of Dover (1981) as part of the same thrust 
system that forms the sole "thrust" for the Mississippian Copper Basin 
Group. This Mississippian stratigraphic succession has been 
duplicated along the Glide Mountain "thrust", which places a deeper 
marine, more elastic assemblage contained in the Glide Mountain plate 
over more carbonate-rich units of the Copper Basin Plate (Skipp, 1974; 
Paull, Wolbrink, Volkmann, Grover, 1972). 
Within the southwestern half of the range, the faulted margin of 
the metamorphic window has been termed the Pioneer "thrust" (Dover, 
1981) . Structurally overlying the Pioneer fault are a section of 
structural plates referred to by Dover (1980, 1981) as the Sun Valley 
and Wood River allochthons. Northwest and southeast of the 
metamorphic core, these structural plates override imbrications in the 
Copper Basin Group. The overlying plate of the Pioneer fault is 
deformed by another • maJor tectonic break, the Wood River "thrust", 
which places elastic sequences of the Pennsylvanian/Permian Wood River 
9 
• 
Group over older Ordovician to Devonian shales of the Sun Valley 
allochthon (Sandberg, Hall, Batchelder, Axelsen, Claus, 1975; Hall 
Batchelder, Skipp, 1975). 
Eo~ene Challis volcanics and unnamed Tertiary deposits 
unconformably overlie all older rocks outside the core. In addition, 
Eocene intrusives are present outside of the crystalline window in the 
Summit Creek quartz monzonite pluton. These igneous rocks intrude or 
overlie, and therefore postdate, low-angle faults within the 
unmetamorphosed cover. 
During the main period of Mesozoic thrusting in the Cordilleran 
fold-thrust belt, eastward displ~cements of at least 100 kilometers 
probably occurred, as implied by telescoped facies (Dover, 1980; 
Skipp, 1974; Paull and others, 1972, 1977; Poole and Sandberg, 1977; 
Poole, Sandberg, and Boucot, 1977; Sandberg and others, 1975). At 
deeper crustal levels, ductilely deforming Precambrian gneisses were 
overridden by the Ordovician to Proterozoic metasedimentary sequence 
during this compressional . orogenes1s (Dover, 1969, 1981; O'Neill, 
1985). This metamorphism was accompanied by emplacement of the late 
Mesozoic pluton along this shear zone, as the pluton is foliated along 
with surrounding schists. 
This event was superseded by the early Tertiary NW-directed 
extension (O'N~ill, in preparation). Manifestations of the Tertiary 
deformation include a conjugate set of ductile shear zones within core ~ 
rocks, a lineated mylonitic fabric in quartzites underlying the core-
bounding fault, and brittle deformation along the northern border of 
10 
• 
the metamorphic core (O'Neill, 1985, O'Neill and Pavlis, 
• 1n 
preparation). The absolute age of the extensional event is not well 
constrained but regional evidence suggests it began prior to eruption 
of the Challis volcanics and continued through the time of Challis 
volcanism . 
This Paleogene extension •
 
lS clearly distinct from a later 
extensional episode related to Miocene-Recent extension in the Basin 
and Range. This separate extensional event is, in part, responsible 
for the high-angle faults which deform the range. These faults deform 
the early Tertiary deposits, Eocene Challis volcanics, and Eocene 
granitic plutons, but not Quaternary glacial deposits. 
11 
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METHODS 
The goal of this project was to determine the direction of the 
~ 
. 
latest movement along a series of faults systems surrounding the 
Pioneer metamorphic core. The method used was Arthaud's concept 
(1969) of movement planes. A basic assumption made when using this 
method is that all slickensides measured were formed during the last 
faulting episode. Kinematic data were collected at 34 sites, with 50-
75 fault plane/slickenside measurements taken at each site. This 
kinematic analysis was primarily directed at the major low-angle fault 
systems which border and surround the complex, although several high-
angle structures were also included.Q 
Arthaud's technique (1969) is used for brittle faults which 
deform by movement along numerous preexisting surfaces or mesoscopic 
fault planes. This method involves constructions of m-planes, which 
contain the slickenside or slip direction and are perpendicular to the 
fault plane along which this slip occurred. From plots of poles to 
these m-planes, the orientation of at least one of the deformation 
axes, usually the intermediate strain axis, can be constrained. In 
the analysis, a single concentration of m-poles lying in the plane of 
the . macroscopic fault • lS interpreted as the position of the 
intermediate principal strain axis for the deformation associated with 
the latest faulting event. The transport rlirection along this fault 
is perpendicular to the Y-axis, within the plane of the main fault and 
is derived from slickenside step directions. In theory, fault slip is 
12 
accomodated along preexisting planes, with each of t
he three 
deformation axes being imposed on variably oriented surfa
ces. Ideally 
then, the three-dimensional strain is represented by 
girdles of m-
poles which are perpendicular to the three strain axes. 
In practice, 
however, usually only one of these girdles, representativ
e of the X-Y 
or Y-Z plane, is generally seen. 
For some of the sites, fault movement was accomodated
 along 
mesoscopic fault planes of different orientations than th
e macroscopic 
fault. Consequently, them-pole concentrations for these
 outcrops are 
and • require an interpretation of the brittle strain in 
the 
vicinity of the fault. Slickenside data were presente
d in place of 
the m-pole data for sites where slickensiding occurred a
long a single 
fault set of constant orientation. In addition to th
em-pole and 
slickenside data, poles to fault planes were plotted f
or each site. 
All data were plotted on equal-area stereographic pr
ojections and 
contoured using contouring nets from Ragan (1973). 
This study was conducted at 34 fault exposures wit
hin the 
Pioneers, from the canyons draining the southwestern flan
k of the core 
north to areas bordering the western and northern se
ctions of the 
Pioneer window (see Figure 3-1). The study area included site
s 
adjoining the Wildhorse and Dry Canyon windows north, of the 
metamorphic core, as well as a fault exposure east o
f the Pioneer 
window, in the Copper Basin. Fieldwork was conducted in 
the East Fork 
of the Wood River, Hyndman Creek, and Corral Can
yons in the 
southwestern half of the range; in areas northwest of t
he core which 
,. 
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border Park Creek and Trail Creek Roads; and, in the northern half of 
the range, along East Fork Rd. and down Boulder, Fall Creek, and Dry· 
Canyons. 
•; ...... 
·~ . . _-.-~.·
l· 
.-
(•,' 
RESULTS 
4.1 WILDHORSE FAULT SYSTEM 
4.1.1 Northern Core-Bounding Fault 
Kinematic information was gathered at 9 different sites along 
the moderately dipping fault system that forms the northern and 
southwestern borders of the core (Plate 1). Three sites are situated 
along the northern boundary of the core (the Wildhorse fault of Dover, 
1981), where Mississippian Copper Basin limestones and argillites 
overlie Eocene plutonic rocks. This fault zone dips 55-75 degrees 
north, and . igneous rocks near the fault locally are chloritized and 
have weakly to strongly developed foliations defined by aligned mafic 
minerals. 
exposed along the ridge south of Boulder The fault • lS well 
, I 
,'~ 
Canyon and has a listric fault geometry (Figure 4-1). At the base of 
Boulder Canyon, brecciated, tightly folded limestones overlie igneous 
rocks that are not brittlely deformed, but rather, the rocks are 
weakly to strongly foliated and mylonitized. The mylonitic shear 
bands and the foliations have similar ori3ntations, suggesting that 
the foliations are a tectonite fabric rather than igneous flow 
banding (Figure 4-2). In rocks that are weakly to strongly foliated, 
aplite dikes commonly parallel or are oriented at low angles to the 
tectonite fabric, and the degree of parallelism appears to be 
proportionate to the intensity of the foliation development. This 
observation and the perpendicular orientation of the dikes to the 
16 
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Figure 4- 1: 
• 
Photograph (looking west) from Wildhorse Creek 
of northern core-bounding fault along Boulder 
Canyon where it has a listric geometry and 
superimposes Missippian limestones over Eocene 
quartz monzonite. 
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Figure 4-2: 
Site 1- Lineations 
N 
S1te 1- Mylon1t1c fo11et1ons 
N 
Equal-area plots oi lineations and poles to 
mylonitic foliations for Site 1. Contour in-
tervals are 1%, 20%, and 35% for lineations 
(n=20) and 1%, 10%, 20%, and 30% ior foliations 
(n=58). 
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flattening in these rocks suggests that the dikes have been rotated 
into parallelism with the fabric. 
At the base of the listric fault, roughly 20-30 m. from the 
fault contact, the foliations in these intrusive rocks are weakly to 
strongly developed and have a fairly constant orientation of N75E/30-
45W. The rock fractures along planes parallel to an extension 
lineation in the rock and roughly perpendicular to the foliations. 
These parting surfaces strike N65W and dip 55-75 degrees southwest. 
Closer to the fault zone, the rocks are more intensely sheared and 
consist of silicified fault breccia at the base of the ridge which 
grades upward into mylonitized pluton. The mylonitic fabrics most 
commonly strike N65E and dip 30 to 70 degrees northwest, although a 
dip of roughly 45 degrees is most common (Figure 4-2). The extension 
lineations in these rocks, which were observed on c-surfaces, consist 
of quartz pods or mafic lineations. These lineations trend N42W-N83W 
with a maximum forming at N58W and have shallow westward plunges of 
25-40 degrees (Figure 4-2). The s-c fabrics and asymmetric 'tails' 
observed in the field suggest a uniform top to the northwest sense of 
shear. The presence of syn-tectonic foliations and mylonitic fabrics 
in the granitic footwall rocks suggest that deformation conditions 
'"·: along this detachment progressed through the frittle-ductile 
transition. 
At this locality, Mississippian cover rocks in the h~1ging wall 
were displaced to the NW (Figure 4-3). Site 1 is located along the 
.• 
steeply dipping portion of the listric fault. At this site, 
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S1t1 1- M-pole, 
N 
SHe 2- Feult poles 
N 
Site 3- Slttken,1oe1 
N 
Figure 4-3: 
S1le 1- F null polet-
N 
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S1te 3- M-poles 
N 
Site 4- M-pole5 
N 
S1le 2- M-pole, 
N 
S1te 3- Feult poles 
N 
Stte 4- Fault poles 
N 
Equal-area plots of m-poles and fault poles 
for Sites 1, 2, 3, and 4 along the northern 
core-bounding fault (Dover's Wildhorse fault). 
Contour intervals for fault data for Sites 1, 
3, and 4 are 2%, 4%, 6%, 8%, 10%, and 12% per 
1% area. For Site 2, contour intervals are 2%, 
4%, 8%, 12% form-poles and 2%, 4%, 6%, 8%, 10%, 
and 12% for fault poles. 
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slickensides were measured within highly folded Drummond Mine 
limestone of the hanging wall. The fault planes measured form at 
least 3 fault sets, which strike subparallel to the ENE-striking 
• macroscopic fault but dip steeply southeast. Most of these 
microfaults strike approximately NE, and most experienced NW-SE 
displacements. Observations of fault steps indicate that the slip 
along individual microfaults was normal to the SE and both 
compressional and normal slip to the NW. 67% of the slickensides 
measured are consistent with this sense of displacement~ the remaining 
offsets to the NE or SW were largely oblique to strike-slip 
displacements along steeply dipping surfaces. 
observations imply a NW-directed stretching. 
Together, these 
Although the great 
circle scattering of m-poles is presumably the Z-Y plane, them-pole 
distribution roughly parallels the projection of the fault plane and 
does not seem to have a clear maximum or intersection with the fault 
surface. Hence, the perpendicular- to this girdle is simply 
interpreted as the X-axis of strain, and accor?ingly, the slip vector 
is inferred to trend NW. That is, the displacement was sinistral, 
normal oblique slip to the NW. 
Site 2 is situated further west in Boulder Creek where Copper 
Basin quartzites overlie Eocene pyroxenites. Kinematic data were 
collected along a fault set parallel or subparallel to the main fault 
zone (Figure 4-3). Because of this symmetry, them-pole data show a 
strong maximum within the master fault plane. Offsets inferred by 
field observations of fault steps are predominantly WNW-directed and 
21 
normal, suggesting that displacement across the large-scale fault was 
WNW-directed normal displacement in a sense which is oblique and 
sinistral. 
At Site 3 (Plate 1) footwall rocks consist of quartz diorite 
and hanging wall rocks are Mississippian limestones and argillites. 
The distribution of m-pole maxima for Site 3 is complex and does not 
yield easily interpreted results (Figure 4-3). Most of the 
microfaults at this outcrop dip steeply southeast and strike parallel 
to the north-dipping fault zone. The slickenside orientations for 
this site are highly variable and plunge to the E, SE, and SSW. 
Offsets implied by observations of fault steps are all normal. 
Although the data are difficult to interpret, the general pattern of 
SE plunging slickensides is most in line with a NW-directed, normal 
displacement on the main fault zone; a conclusion consistent with the 
other, more well constrained, data. 
Along the northern edge of the core, a slice of the Drummond 
Mine limestone lies in fault contact with granitic core rocks and is 
structurally overlain by Copper Basin quartzites and argillites. The 
upper fault merges with the main brittle detachment 0n both sides of 
the limestone horse and thus its later movement is presumably .related 
to the lower fault. This fault zone dips gently, 0-10 degrees north, 
and fault rocks of limestone and argillite are tightl~ folded and 
faulted within a zone at least 30 m. wide. Most of the mesoscopic 
faults from this site (Site 4) dip shallowly SE and, based on fault 
steps, experienced predominantly normal, SE-directed offsets (Figure 
22 
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4-3). Them-pole concentration for this site lies in the plane o! the 
master fault and is interpreted as the Y-axis of strain; i.e. the SE-
dipping faults are inferred to be secondary structures caught up in a 
broad brittle shear zone (Figure 4-4). Hence, the master fault system 
is interpreted as a normal, dip slip, and NW-directed shear. The 
transport directions obtained from these data are consistent with 
kinematic information gathered at 3 sites east of Sites 1-3 (O'Neill, 
1985). Thus, a consistent pattern of WNW-directed, sinistral and 
normal offset is indicated for the northern boundary of the 
metamorphic core. 
4.1.2 Dry Canyon Window 
Between Wildhorse Creek and the East Fork of the Big Lost River, 
Dover (1981). mapped a window of Devonian carbonates beneath a 
structural contact with Mississippian Copper Basin Group. Dover 
referred to this structure as the Dry Canyon window. The bounding 
fault (Dover's Wildhorse fault) at Site 5 separates undeformed, 
moderately to steeply east-dipping window rocks from limestones and 
quartzites in the hanging wall. At Site 5, the fault zone is exposed 
in Dry Creek Canyon, where the fault dips 50-65 degrees east and is 
characterized by a 20 m. wide zone of faulting in the Jefferson 
dolomite. Fault planes exhibit fibrous calcite growths and generally 
are subparallel to the macroscopic fault (Figure 4-5). Individual 
fault planes show predominantly normal, dip slip movement and as a 
I 23 
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Figure 4-4: 
' 
' 
' 
I 
Schematic diagram illustrating the opposing sense 
of shear along microfractures oriented oblique to 
the fault zone relative to the over-all sense of 
shear (after Simpson and Schmid), similar to 
faulting measur~d at Site 4. 
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Site 5- M-poles 
N 
Figure 4-5: 
\.. 
Site 5- fDult poles 
N 
C) 
Equal-area plots of m-poles and fault poles for 
a fault which borders the eastern edge of the 
Dry Canyon window (Site 5) (Dover's Wildhorse 
fault). For Site 5, contour intervals for 
m-poles and fault poles are, respectively, 2%, 
8%, 14%, 20%, 26%, and 2%, 4%, 8%, and 12%. 
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result m-poles show a strong N-S maximum. Thus, the main fault is 
apparently a normal fault with a steeply east-plunging slip vector. 
4.2 PIONEER FAULT SYSTEM 
4.2.1 Southwestern Core-Bounding Fault 
Structural data were collected at 5 different fault exposures 
along the southwestern border of the Pioneer window. At these sites 
structural plates of the Pennsylvanian/Permian Wood River Group and 
Devonian Milligen argillites, structurally overlie the metasedimentary 
rocks of the crystalline core (Plate 1). All sites were located on 
ridges between • maJor canyons where the fault zone is well-exposed. 
The basal fault has a shallow dip (-30) along the northwestern 
section of the fault (Figure 4-6), but the fault steepens to 55-75 
degrees along the southern margin of the core (Figure 4-7). At Sites 
7, 9, and 10, black Devonian a1·gillites overlie Ordovician quartzites, 
but at Site 6, footwall rocks consist of Ordovician marbles, and, at 
Site 8, upper plate rocks are quartzites of the Wood River Formation 
(Dover, 1981). Fault data at most of the sites were collected in the 
footwall quartzite and marble units because the argillites in the 
hanging wall were poorly exposed. Along the southern sections of the 
core, this border fault is well-exposed and was examined in detail at 
two localities: 1) Paymaster Gulch, where brecciated outcrops of 
intensely deformed Milligen shales overlie faulted Kinnikic quartzites 
..__} 
(Figure 4-7), and 2) at PK Pass in East Fork Canyon. 
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Figure 4- 6: Photograph (looking northwest) of the shal-
lowJ.y (30 degrees) west- dipping Pioneer core -
bounding fault at Site 7 in Corral Creek 
Canyon along the western margin of the 
crystalline core. The fault is overlain by 
poorly exposed Devonian Milligen shales and 
underlain by Ordovician quartzites. 
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Figure 4-7: 
/'I ~ ,,. 
• 
' .. 
Photograph (looking west) of the Pioneer 
fault in Paymaster Gulch along the southern 
edge of the core where the fault zone dips 
roughly 55-65 degrees south and places Devonian 
Milligan shales (lower left) over Ordovician 
quartzites (right) . 
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Along the western edge of the core, at Corral Creek Canyon, 
quartzites in the footwall are L-S-tectonites. Foliation p
lanes, 
defined by recrystallized bands or layers of quartz, parall
el the 
break of £he fault and form prominent parting surfaces in the 
rock. 
The lineations in the rocks are visible on these surfaces an
d are 
defined by quartz which has been recrystallized into elongate g
rains. 
The ~neations and slickensides along this fault have similar tr
ends 
(Figure 4-8), suggesting that this fabric is kinematically related to 
the faulting; i.e. the fabric is presumably a ductile, deep-
seated 
manifestation of the Tertiary extension accomodated along
 this 
detachment. 
The kinematic data from the Pioneer fault resembles results 
obtained from the northern margin of the core in that movement 
along 
the southwestern core boundary was consistently NW- to WNW-di
rected. 
At the northwestern corner of the complex, at Summit Creek, (Site 6) 
m~nor faults generally parallel the master fault (Figure 4-8), and, as 
a result, m-poles form a strong concentration (Figure 4-8) indicative 
of normal, dip slip displacement. The average slip ve
ctor • 1S 
estimated as NW-directed, based on the normal NW-directed o
ffsets 
inferred by fault steps. Further south, at Corral Creek (Site 7), the 
microfaults also largely parallel the large-scale structure, pro
ducing 
a very strong concentration of m-poles lying in the plane of th
e main 
fault (Figure 4-8). This distribution and the normal NW-directed 
small-scale displacements inferred by field observations of striate
d 
. fault planes implies that fault slip at Site 7 was normal, d
ip slip 
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Figure 4-8: 
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Equal-area plots of m-poles, fault poles, and 
lineations from the northwestern and western 
margins of the core (the Pioneer fault)- Sites 
6 and 7 in Summit and Corral Creek Canyons. 
Contour intervals for Site 6 fault data are 2%, 
4%, 6%, 8%, 10%, and 12%. For Site 7, linea-
tions are contoured at 1%, 12%, 24%, and 36% 
(n=50) and m-poles and fault poles are contoured 
at, respectively, 1%, 11%, 21%, and 2%, 6%, 10%, 
14%, and 18%. 
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displacement to the WNW. A small cluster of microfaults with similar 
strike and roughly 30 degrees from the primary fault set probably 
represents a second order shear. At Hyndman Creek (Site 8), most of 
the microfaults have NE strikes and moderate SE dips, that are nearly 
perpendicular to the NNW-striking Pioneer fault (Figure 4-9). 
Despite the nonparallelism of these surfaces, them-pole concentration 
lies in the plane of the major fault and suggests assymmetry between 
the minor faults and the main fault. Based on fault steps, the minor 
SE-dipping fault surfaces experienced mostly thrust movement with NW-
directed slip vectors. The interpretation of these fault data is 
debateable, but the sense of shear across these SE-dipping faults is 
consistent with NW-directed, normal offsets if we assume the faults 
originated as "antiriedel" shears (Figure 4-10). Thus, data from Site 
8, like adjacent sites, is consistent with NW-directed, normal offset. 
To the southeast, at Paymaster Gulch (Site 9), fault slip 
occurred along four subordinate fault sets within rocks both above 
and below the fault zone: 1) slickensides on E-W striking planes 
(100/60-80 S) have a slip vector trending N80W with steps indicating a 
dextral sense of offset; 2) fault striae on N-S striking planes 
(000/20-70 W) have slip vecto~ trends ranging from 335-292 and show a 
dextral sense of offset; 3) slickensides on ENE striking planes 
(060/40-80 NW) trend N to N56E and show a dextral sense of offset; and 
4) slickensides trend N to N78E on NNE striking planes (020/ 74-90 SE, 
70-90 NW) and indicate dextral offsets. These slip patterns produce a 
rather diffuse concentration of m-poles scattered along the plane of 
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ENE PLANES 
Equal-area plots of m-poles and fault poles 
from the western and southern margins of the 
core (the Pioneer fault)- Sites 8 and 9 in 
Hyndman Creek Canyon and Paymaster Gulch. 
Contour intervals for Site 8 fault data are 
2%, 4%, 6%, 8% and 10%. Them-poles and fault 
poles for Site 9 are contoured at, respectiv..:.:7, 
1%, 5%, 9%, 13%, anc:P'l%, 3%, 5%, 7%, and 9%. 
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Figure 4-10: 
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Schematic diagram illustrating orientations of 
possible second order shears generated within 
the fault zone at Site 8, along the Pioneer 
core-bounding fault. 
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the • main fault and thus a simple slip geometry is not interpreted 
(Figure 4-9). Nonetheless, the E-W-striking, dextral strike-slip 
microfaults parallel the E-W, moderately S-dipping break of the main 
fault. Because the remaining fault sets are not symmetric to the main 
fault, but also experienced dextral oblique offsets, macroscopic 
displacement is interpreted as highly oblique, dextral slip to the WNW 
and has a small thrust component in modern coordinates. 
None of the slickensided faults at Site 10 (Plate 1) are 
parallel to the main fault plane and m-pole distributions are complex 
(Figure 4-11). The slickenside trends range from SE, S, and SW to 
WNW, but SW-plunging slickensides are most common. Observations of 
striated fault planes indicate that offsets were largely normal. The 
two predominant fault sets are steeply dipping and have strikes that 
are nearly 90 degrees from the E-W-striking fault zone (Figure 4-11). 
NNW-striking, W-dipping planes (355-0/35-90 W) exhibit slickensides 
which largely trend SW, although trends vary from W, SE, to S, and 
suggest predominantly normal, oblique offsets. Slickensides on the 
most abundant fault set (045/50-75 SE) trend S to SE. A third subset 
of faults strikes NE and dips steeply NW (060/60-90 NW), and offsets 
along these surfaces were highly oblique to strike-slip with 
slickenside trends varying from WNW to SW, and most trend SW. The 
data are ambiguous because of the large variation in the slip 
directions and the oblique attitude of the minor faults with respect 
to the macroscopic fault zone. Thus, the data do not allow a precise 
resolution of the slip·vector at this location. However, to the west 
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Figure 4-11: 
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Equal-area plots of m-poles, fault poles, and 
slickenside striae for Site 10, in the south-
eastern corner of the complex in East Fork 
Canyon. M-poles and fault poles are contoured 
at 2%, 4%, 6%, 8%, 10%, and 12% and contour 
intervals for slickehsides are 2%, 6%, 10%, 14%, 
18%, and 22%. 
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in Paymaster Gulch (Site Q), three of the four fault sets are oriented 
subparallel to these subsets and also experienced offsets t
o the NE-SW 
and NW-SE , implying that the fault kinematics may have been similar. 
However, the fourth set at Site 9 which parallels the maste
r fault was 
measured • 1n the upper plate Milligen shales, which
 were not 
slickensided or well-exposed at this site. The fault dat
a at PK Pass 
were collected relatively far (20-30 m.) from the actual fault contact 
because the contact itself was covered, and this spatial 
bias may be 
respcr1sible for complications in the kinematic data. 
4.2.2 North~~t of the Pioneer Window 
Northwest of the metamorphic core rocks, the Pionee
r fault 
places Ordovician to Devonian argillites over Mississip
pian Copper 
Basin elastics. This fault contact is well-exposed on ridg
es north of 
Summit Creek and Park Creek, where it dips to the southw
est at 20-35 
degrees. The fault contact is sharp at these localit
ies, where it 
superimposes black, carbonaceous Ordovician/Silurian Phi 
Kappa shales 
over impure, gray-brown quartzites. 
The tectonic transport along the Pioneer fault in Summit
 Creek 
Canyon, 4 kms. west of the metamorphic window, app
ears to be 
consistent with the NW-WNW extension along the southeas
tern segments 
of this core-bounding fault (Figure 4-12). Them-pole concentrations 
for Site 11, north of Summit Creek, do not lie in the p
lane of the 
main fault, since fault slip was accomodated along surfac
es which dip 
more steeply than the macroscopic fault. The majority of fault planes 
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Equal-area plots of m-poles, fault poles, and 
slickenside striae ior Site 11 along the Pioneer 
fault in Summit Creek Canyon, northwest oi the 
core. M-pole data are contoured at 2%, 4%, 8%, 
and 12% and contour intervals for fault poles 
and slickensides are 2%, 4%, 6%, 8%, 10%, and 
12%. 
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measured dip steeply 60-90 degrees, as compared to the local main 
fault dip of approximately 35 degrees, although .the fault planes 
generally strike para1lel to the fault zone (Figure 4-12). Most of 
the slickensides trend NW-SE to E-W, and the rakes for these fault 
stri.ae are shal~.ow despite the steep fault dips, 50% have rakes of 0-
10 degrees and 26% have rakes of 11-20 degrees (Figure 4-13). 
Although the m-pole plots do not allow a direct determination of the 
fault displacement, the slickenside trends and low rakes, along with 
the dextral, strike-slip sense of offset indicated by fault steps, 
suggest that faulting was largely right-lateral, strike slip 
, 
reactivation along the Pioneer fault; presumably coeval with faulting 
along the boundary of the metamorphic core. 
Seven kilometers northwest of the gneiss complex (Site 12), 
structural data were gathered along the Pioneer fault where it 
crops out along the ridge north of Park Creek and west of Trail Creek. 
The structural data from Site 12 are complex (Figure 4-14). 
Slickensides trend roughly N-S and WSW, and offset data for WSW-
trending slickensides suggest W-directed, dextral, strike-slip to 
normal, oblique hanging wall transport, although the N-S offset data 
are sparse. Although the m-poles lie along a great circle which 
intersects the fault plane in the W quadrant, and a NNW-directed 
displacement could be postulated for this site, an alternate 
interpretation, based on the largely W-WSW displacements suggested by 
observations of•fault steps, is favored. Faulting here may have been 
W to WSW-directed, normal, oblique movement; either a conjugate shear 
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Histogram indicating the predominantly shallow 
rakes of slickensides measured at Site 10, 
along the Pioneer fault northwest of the 
crystalline complex. 
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Figure 4-14: 
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Equal-area plots of m-poles, fault poles, and 
slickensides for the Pioneer fault exposed along 
Trail Creek Road, northwest of the metamorphics 
(Site 12). These structural elements are 
contoured at 2%, 4%, 6%, 8%, 10%, and 12%. 
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to the NW-directed displacements, or a variation or rotation from the 
NW to WNW transport along the southeastern segments of the Pioneer 
fault. The variation of this WSW-trending inferred slip vector from 
·sites to the east may be due to its location- it 
• lS the 
northwesternmost site along this fault and is furthest from the 
exposed crystalline rocks. 
4.3 NATURE OF EASTERN MARGIN OF PIONEER WINDOW 
The high-angle fault which forms the eastern border of the 
Pioneer window strikes N30E which is perpendicular to the NW- to WNW-
directed normal faulting along the Pioneer and Wildhorse core-bounding 
faults. This high-angle structure dips steeply (70 degrees E) and 
crosscuts Eocene Challis volcanics and Copper Basin elastics along 
most of its length, as well as the Eocene quartz monzonite phase 
within the Pioneer core. This fault was examined during the course of 
this study, but kinematic data were not gathered here due to the lack 
of slickensiding within this fault zone. Fault breccia observed along 
a fault exposure in Broad Canyon is composed of brecciated clasts of 
argillite with extensive quartz veining (Figure 4-15). The intense 
brecciation and siliceous veining associated with this fault seem to 
indicate that large stresses and/or fluids were generated during 
faulting. Large brecciated zones and the presence of fluids, as 
evidenceu by chloritic and hematitic alterations, have been reported 
to be a characteristic of denudational faults in other core complexes 
(Coney, 1980, Spencer, 1986). Moreover, this type of deformation 
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Figure 4 - 15: Photograph of the fault breccia along the high-
angle fault which forms the eastern margin of 
the Pioneer window which is exposed in Broad 
Canyon. 
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makes this fault unique with res
pect to the other high-angle fau
lts in 
the range. Although there is 
little control on the age of fau
lting 
along this border, the observ
ations outlined above, along with
 the 
normal orientation of this t
ectonic feature relative to the
 early 
Tertiary denudation, suggest t
hat development of this feature
 and 
faulting along it were synchr
onous with structural unroofing 
of the 
core complex. 
Additionally, this fault para
llels the break of the Trans-
Challis fault system and th
e Dillon lineament, major Eocene 
extensional high-angle fault 
systems which are continuous 
across 
southcentral Idaho and Montana
 (Bennett, 1986, Ruppel, 1982). The 
Trans-Challis fault system served
 as conduits for the youngest Ch
allis 
dikes and plugs and, similar 
to this eastern border 1ault, for
med 
grabens which contain younger Ch
allis units (Bennett, 1986). 
4.4 GLIDE MOUNTAIN FAULT SYSTEM 
Dover's (1981) Glide Mountain fault 
was examined at the 
following locations: (1) east of the P
ioneer window, in the Copper 
,J 
Basin (Site 13, Figures 4-16 and 4-17
); (2) west of the Dry Canyon 
window (Site 14, Figure 4-17); (3) b
ordering the northern core-
bounding fault (Site 4, Figure 4-3, see 
page 16); and (4) northwest of 
the crystalline basement rocks 
(Sites 15 and 16, Figures 4-18 and 4-
20). In these areas, this fault separa
tes the Mississippian Drummond 
Mine limestone and argillites 
of the Little Copper Fm. and lo
wer 
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Muldoon Canyon Fm. in the underlying Copper Basin plate from time-
equivalent argillites and quartzites in the Glide Mountain plate. 
Movement directions along this fault system are not consistent between 
these various areas, and movement patterns appear to be related to the 
proximity of sites to the exposed uplifted rocks of the Pioneer and 
Dry Canyon windows. 
4.4.1 East of Pioneer Window- Copper Basin 
East of the Pioneer window, in the back of Muldoon Canyon, the 
Glide Mountain fault • lS well-exposed, with Copper Basin argillites 
lying on both sides of the fault zone (see Figure 4-16). The fault 
zone itself is readily recognized by slickensiding as well as 
bleaching and mineralization with Fe oxides. The fault is nearly flat 
to shallowly (10-15 degrees) east-dipping. This fault was also 
examined where it crosscutt quartzitic conglomerates of the lower 
Muldoon Canyon Fm. in the footwail. 
Subordinate fault sets at this site (Site 13) include surfaces 
which parallel the NNE-striking main fault, as well as a large group 
of steeply SE-dipping faults which strike roughly NE to ENE (Figure 4-
17). The slickenside steps observed on this latter fault set 
exhibited highly oblique to strike-slip normal, sinistral offsets, 
with overlying blocks displaced to the NE to ENE. Most of the 
slickensides from this site trend NE or ENE, and displacements across 
mesoscopic faults inferred by observations of fault steps infer 
hanging wall offsets to the NE or ENE. This implies that large-scale 
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Figure 4-16: Generalized geologic map of the Pioneer 
Mountains showing the location and derived slip 
vector for Site 13, situated east of the 
Pioneer window, in the Copper Basin. 
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Equal-area plots of m-poles and fault poles 
for the Glide Mountain fault where it crops 
out east of the Pioneer window (Site 13) and 
west of Dry Canyon (Site 14). Contour intervals 
for these data are 2%, 4%, 6%, 8%, 10%, and 12%. 
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tectonic transport was NE-directed. A concentration of m-poles 
intersecting the projection of the large-scale fault correspondingly 
indicates ENE-directed, normal displacement with a small sinistral 
component. 
4.4.2 West of Dry Canyon 
West of Dry Canyon, at Site 14, the Glide Mountain fault places 
Drummond Mine limestone over Copper Basin quartzites of the Glide 
Mountain plate. The fault zone, as mapped by Dover, is characterized 
by a faulted, highly deformed and tightly folded outcrop of the 
\ 
quartzite unit. Although the Drummond Mine limestone was not locally 
exposed near the fault zone projected by Dover, the presence of a 
fault in this area is verified by the extensive deformation exhibited 
within the quartzite outcrops. The overlying limestones have 
presumably been weathered away. 
The . minor fault planes at this site (Site 14) generally have 
strikes parallel to the master fault. However, the fault dips vary 
widely from steep east dips to shallow west dips (Figure 4-17). 
Slickenside steps show predominantly normal dip-slip movement along 
these surfaces, despite variations in dip. This main fault zone dips 
about 20 degrees west, and thus movement along this structure was 
apparently normal, dip slip, with a slip vector trending approximately 
west. This E-W extension direction is parallel to the slip vector 
derived for the Dry Canyon window boundary fault, which showed 
eastward, normal displacement along its eastern edge. The observed 
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local superposition of the Drummond Mine limestone {Copper Basin 
Plate) over the units in the Glide Mountain plate may have resulted 
from faulting and crosscutting of units along this structure, which 
may be a younger throughgoing fault. 
4.4.3 Northwest of Pioneer Window 
Northwest of the core rocks, the Glide Mountain fault is well-
exposed in Phi Kappa Canyon and, to the north, along Trail Creek Road. 
In Phi Kappa Canyon (Site 15), up to 4 kms. northwest of the core, 
this fault is sharp and separates shaly, black, carbonaceous upper 
plate argillites from the more siliceous, blocky, gray-brown 
argillites of the Little Copper Fm .. The fault at this location dips 
approximately 20 degrees southeast and largely parallels, or is at a 
low angle to, bedding in the upper and lower plates. 
Almost all of the microfaults from Site 15 parallel the break of 
the master fault (Figure 4-18). Because these fault planes have very 
constant orientations and are symmetric to the • main fault, the 
slickenside data was directly plotted to deduce the fault slip. The 
slickenside trends form two strong concentrati~ns, which trend and 
plunge ESE and SE. The average slip vector is estimated to be 
intermediate between these two trends and • lS just west of NW. 
Analysis of slickenside steps indicates that movement along mesoscopic 
surfaces was predominantly compressional, implying WNW-directed, 
compressional offset along the main fault which was oblique and 
sinistral. 
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Equal-area plots of slickensides and fault poles 
for the Glide Mountain fault where it crops out 
northwest of the core, in Phi Kappa Canyon 
(Site 15). Contour intervals for slickensides 
and fault poles are, respectively, 2%, 4%, 10%, 
16% and 2%, 16%, and 30%. 
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Farther 
i 
north (Site 16 located 7 kms. from the core), the Glide 
Mountain fault zone is characterized by a 30 m. wide zone of highly 
deformed argillites of the Little Copper Fm., structurally overlain by 
poorly exposed, highly weathered argillites of the Glide Mountain 
Plate (Figure 4-19) .. This outcrop exhibits more intense deformation, 
these units are tightly folded, and more extensively brecciated and 
slickensided, than at Site 15 in Phi Kappa Canyon. 
The m-pole.distributions at Site 16 are nearly uninterpretable, 
and do not allow a co~clusive resolution of the fault slip (Figure 4-
20). The slickensides most commonly trend NE-SW and NW-SE, making an 
indisputable interpretation of the fault data difficult. This complex 
pattern of slickensiding may partially stem from the extremely 
variable orientations of the small-scale fault planes (Figure 4-20), 
whose poles form scattered, diffuse concentrations. Although 
transport associated with WNW- to NW-trending slickensides was 
unidirectional hanging wall transport to the NW, other faults were 
offset both to the NE and SW. Plots of fault planes with their 
associated slip directions indicate that the NE-SW trending striae 
formed on steeply dipping fault planes striking roughly NE, and these 
offsets were highly oblique, while more gently dipping faults of 
variable orientations experienced hanging wall movements to the NW to 
WNW. Although the slip data are ambiguous, these observations 
·nonetheless appear to indicate NW-directed fault ~isplacement, similar 
to sites further south. Movement·at Site 16 was therefore normal and 
dip slip. 
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Figure 4-19: Photograph (looking northwest) of highly 
deformed argillites of the Little Copper Fm. 
underlying the Glide Mountain fault along 
the ridge north of Trail Creek Road and 7 kms. 
northwest of the core complex. 
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Equal-area plots of fault data for the Glide 
Mountain fault where it crops oat northwest of 
the core, along Trail Creek Road (Site 16). 
M-poles are contoured at 2%, 4%, 6%, and 8% 
and fault poles and fault striae are contoured 
at 1%, 3%, 5%, 7%, 9%, and 11%. 
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4.5 IMBRICATIONS IN THE COPPER BASIN AND GLIDE MOUNTAIN PLATES 
Low-angle faults which deform the Copper Basin and the Glide 
Mountain Plates were also included in the kinematic analysis. The 
kinematic results from these sites, are similar to results from the 
Glide Mountain fault system, where slip vectors vary in azimuthal 
direction as a function of location with respect to the various 
tectonic elements of the Pioneer Mountains. 
4.5.1 East of Wildhorse Window 
Along the eastern edge of the Wildhorse window, a low-angle 
fault in the Copper Basin plate merges with the window-bounding fault. 
This fault zone cuts Mississippian rocks and dips roughly 30 degrees 
southwest; and places the Drummond Mine limestone over the Little 
Copper Fm .. The fault is well-exposed, and Mississippian limestone 
which overlies the fault zone is intensely folded, mineralized with Fe 
oxides, and faulted within a 30-40 m. wide zone. 
The m-pole plots from this site (Site 17) show diffuse 
concentrations which do not lie in the plane of the main fault zone, 
so a direct solution using Arthaud's technique is not feasible (Figure 
4-21). The slickti:~ides from this site plunge to the NW, E-W, SW, and 
SE, although a SW plunge • lS most common. Offsets based on 
observations of slickenside steps show dominantly normal, dip slip to 
oblique, normal slip on all of the faults. The microfaults are 
oriented obliquely to the main fault, they are mostly steeply dipping, 
and most strike perpendicular to the main fault (N and NE). Movement 
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Figure 4-21: Equal-area plots of m-poles, fault poles, and 
slickensides for a low-angle fault in the Copper 
Basin plate, which borders the Wildhorse window 
(Site 17). M-poles are contoured at 3%, 5%, 7%, 
9%, and 11% and contour intervals for fault 
poles and slickensides are 2%, 4%, 6%, 8%, 10%, 
and 12%. 
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along this fault set was largely sinistral, strike-slip with hanging 
wall blocks • on mesoscop1c faults displaced to the SW, although 
dip slip displacements also occurred along these faults. These 
predominant small-scale hanging wall offsets to the SW are reflected 
in them-pole plots by a NW-SE trending girdle which does not close on 
the fault plane projection. The faults which strike NW (parallel to 
the main fault) were predominantly offset to the W or NW-SE (11 out of 
13), as reflected by them-pole concentration in the SW quadrant, near 
the projection of ,the fault plane. The large range in the slip data 
for Site 19, together with the oblique orientations of the microfaults 
suggest that a conclusive interpretation of this data is not possible. 
Nonetheless, several tentative interpretations of this data are 
possible: 1) SW-directed, dip slip faulting is possible, but because 
slickensides along faults striking parallel to the main fault trend 
W to NW and indicate mesoscopic hanging wall offsets largely to the 
NW, I believe it is unlikely; and 2) hanging wall transport could have 
been NW-directed and the SW-trending slickensides reflect a lateral 
spreading normal to this transport within the fault zone or a 
flattening strain. The evidence for this interpretation is weak, and 
the only tentative interpretation that seems warranted is some sort of 
large-scale normal displacements across these faults. 
4.5.2 Northwest of Pioneer Window 
Northwest of the Pioneer window, the Glide Mountain plate in Phi 
Kappa Canyon and along Trail Creek Road contains a thin sheet of 
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Copper Basin argillite structurally overlain by quartzites. In Phi 
Kappa Canyon, this fault zone is relatively sharp, and argillites 
which underlie the fault are typically highly deformed and 
cataclastized than quartzites in the hanging wall. The fault at Site 
18 largely parallels or is at a low angle to sedimentary bedding in 
the footwall. The fault zone in this area dips 20-30 degrees to the 
southwest and is 10-20 m. wide. 
Fault movement at Site 18, similar to other faults in Phi Kappa 
Canyon was largely accomodated ~long a single fault set that parallel 
the m~ster fault (Figure 4-22). Fault slip determined by fault 
striae, was predominantly NW- to W-directed, dextral slip with a 
small thrusting component. Them-pole data for this site, similar to 
other faults in Phi Kappa Canyon, form a single concentration around 
the position of the intermediate principal strain axis and indicate a 
similar oblique, dextral offset to the NW. 
The argillite footwall rocks from Site 18 are bordered to the 
north by quartzites along a fault in Phi Kappa Canyon which has 
locally repeated the sequence in the Glide Mountain package. Along 
strike to the west, this same fault contacts the Copper Basin plate in 
the footwall. Where it was examined, this fault zone is extremely 
sharp and locally dips 50-60 degrees south (Figure 4-23). Argillites 
in the hanging wall are tightly folded, shaly, carbonaceous, and very 
fissile and exhibit little evidence of brittle deformation or 
slickensiding. Where the fault was examined at Site 19, it parallels 
bedding in the upper plate rocks. Fault data were collected within 6 
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Figure 4-22: Equal-area plots of fault data for low-angle 
faults in the Glide Mountain plate which crop 
out in Phi Kappa Canyon (Sites 18 and 19). 
Site 18 m-poles and Site 19 fault poles are 
contoured at 2%, 4%, 8%, 12%, 16%, and 20%. 
Contour intervals for Site 18 fault poles and 
Site 19 slickensides are, respectively, 2%, 8%, 
14%, 20%, and 26% and 2%, 10%, 18%, and 26%. 
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Figure 4- 23: 
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Photograph (looking northwest) of a low-angle 
fault which repeats the Glide Mountain plate 
in Phi Kappa Canyon (Site 19). This fault 
dips 55 degrees southwest and places 
indurated, fissile shales (left) over 
quartzites (right). This fault is sharp, 
similar to other faults in this area. 
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m. of the fault contact • 10 the underlying blocky, gray-brown 
quartzites which are pervasively fractured and/or jointed. 
Slickensiding at Site 19 occurred almost exclusively along a 
single fault set which strikes parallel to the main fault, but dips 
moderately (approximately 45 degrees) in the opposite direction 
(Figure 4-22). Slickenside plots from this site form a single, strong 
concentration which trends and plunges NW. Based on fault steps, 
movement along the subordinate fault set appears to be normal with 
hanging wall down to the NW. Because surfaces with similar 
orientations as the large-scale fault were not significantly 
slickensided at this locality, the estimation of macroscopic offset 
can only be inferred from the slickenside step data for the north 
dipping fault set. Nonetheless, the NW-trending slip vectors are 
parallel to large scale slip vectors inferred from other sites in Phi 
Kappa Canyon. Thus, I interpret the fault at Site 19 as a dextral 
fault with a minor thrust component. 
The fault which separates upper plate Copper Basin quartzites 
from black, shaly argillites was examined at another locality (Site 
20) to the north, along Trail Creek Road. The fault zone in that area 
is 20 m. wide, and quartzites in the hanging wall are folded and more 
brecciated and ductilely deformed th~n at sites further south (Figure 
4-24). A great circle distribution of m-poles intersects the fault 
plane in the SE quadrant and the slip vector is interpreted as NE-SW-
directed strike-slip (Figure · 4-25). Analysis of slickensides 
indicates that movement along the two steeply dipping fault sets, 
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Figure 4-24: 
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•.;- . ' 
Photograph (looking northeast) of a low-
angle fault in the Glide Mountain plate, 
which separates upper plate highly deformed 
quartzites from sheared argillites and is 
exposed along the ridge north of Trail Creek 
Road (Site 20). 
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Equal-area plots of m-poles and fault poles 
for a low-angle fault in the Glide Mountain 
plate which crops out along Trail Creek Road 
(Site 20). These data are contoured at 2%, 
4%, 6%, 8%, 10%, and 12%. 
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which strike approximately NW and NE, was predominantly highly oblique 
or strike-slip. This fault data is complex, because few of the faults 
are symmetric to the main fault itself. Although movement here is 
interpreted • 1n terms of NE-directed, sinistral offset, this offset 
occurred along faults which strike parallel to the main fault, but dip 
much more steeply. Although this slip vector differs from the 
transport along this zone in Phi Kappa Canyon, this fault further 
south was exposed within an overlying structural plate, where the 
Glide Mountain plate has been locally repeated, and is not 
structurallv continuous with Site 20. M 
There is limited evidence that this fault along Trail Creek Road 
• 
may have been similarly overprinted by a NW-SE extensional event. At 
another locality, located further north along Trail Creek Road, 
slickenside data were collected within the thin plate of argillite 
which underlies this fault zone. Slickensides measured within this 
plate, between the Glide Mountain fault and the overlying imbrication 
in the Glide Mountain plate, are mostly NE-trending and indicate NE-
directed, normal offsets. As the overlying fault was approached, 
these slickensides were consistently SE-trending and showed SE-
directed offsets. This second set of slickensides were strongly 
developed, in contrast to the weakly developed NE-trending fault 
striae which were initially measured. These sites were not included 
in the kinematic analys~s, as the first site was collected within a 
thin plate of argillite and was not measured precisely at either fault 
contact, and the second set is sparse and statistically insignificant. 
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Nonetheless, these two groups of fault rocks appear to repres
ent two 
distinct generations of faulting, based on the differences in
 their 
orientations and their relative structural characters. 
4.6 WOOD RIVER FAULT SYSTEM 
The Wood River fault system is exposed south and west of the
 
Pioneer core complex, and places Pennsylvanian/Permian coarse-g
rained 
facies of the Wood River Group over Ordovician to Devonian argil
lites. 
Kinematic information was collected at 4 sites along this stru
cture: 
two fault exposures are situated northwest of the cryst
alline 
basement (Sites 23 and 24), west of Trail Creek Road; and two 
localities are south and southwest of the metamorphics in Hyndm
an and 
East Fork Canyons (Sites 21 and 22) (Figure 3-1). Transport 
directions along this fault vary spatially with proximity to 
the 
exposed uplifted core rocks. 
4.6.1 South of the Pioneer Window 
In Federal Gulch, 3.5 kms. south of the metamorphic core, the 
Wood River fault zone dips 25 degrees north, and is structu
rally 
continuous to the north (Dover, 1983), where it is exposed dipping 
south and merging with the Pioneer core-bounding fault. Fau
lt data 
were collected along south-facing bedding planes within shear
ed and 
deformed Devonian Milligen shales which are separated from ove
rlying 
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Wood River sandstones by a 25-30 m. wide covered interval (Figure 4-
26). These shales were not slickensided along surfaces oriented 
parallel to the main fault zone. 
The minor faults are comprised of a single fault set which dips 
steeply southwest 60-90 degrees, and based on slickenside trends
 and 
field observations of fault steps slip along these surface
s was 
uniformly SE-directed, normal, and highly oblique, accordin
g to 
(Figure 4-27). Because these surfaces strike subparallel to the fault 
zone and motion along them was close to strike-slip, translation 
along 
this zone was presumably also SE-directed, right-lateral, strike-
slip. 
To the west, in Hyndman Creek Canyon (Site 22), the Wood River 
fault forms the eastern border of a Wood River klippe withi
n the 
Devonian window examined at Site 21. At this site, this fau
lt is 
well-exposed and dips 30 degrees northwest. The fault in this ar
ea is 
at a low angle to bedding in both the footwall and hanging wall r
ocks. 
Upper plate Wood River sandstones are tightly folded, but show l
ittle 
evidence of brecciation and slickensiding. Structural data were 
taken 
from underlying 
which typically 
deformation. 
highly deformed argillites of Devonian Milligan Fm., 
exhibit more evidence of shearing and brittle 
The results from this site (Site 22), corroborate the south-
directed transport of the Wood River allochthon in the hanging
 wall 
which was evident along the eastern segment of this fault (Figure 4-
27). A single set of microfaults was measured at this site, these 
surfaces dip shallowly west and are subparallel_to the main 
fault 
zone. Almost all of the fault tectonites from this site tren
d and 
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Figure 4- 26: Photograph (looking north) of the Wood River 
fault zone in Federal Gulch in East Fork 
Canyon and south of the metamorphic window. 
The fault dips 25 degrees northeast, and 
separates scattered, faulted outcrops of 
Devonian Milligen shales from upper plate 
Wood River sandstones. 
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Figure 4-27: 
[ 
Equal-area plots of slickensides and fault 
poles for the Wood River fault where it crops 
out south of the core in Federal Gulch and 
Hyndman Creek Canyon (Sites 21 and 22). Contour· 
intervals for Site 21 fault data are 2%, 8%, 
14%, 20%, 26%, and 32%. For Site 22, contour 
intervals are 2%, 12%, 22% for slickensides and 
2%, 8%, 18%, 28%, and 38% for fault poles. 
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plunge approximately SSE. Most of the fault planes measured exh
ibited 
slickenside steps which indicate southward or southeastward h
anging 
wall offsets and are consistent with southward transport acro
ss the 
large-scale structure. Thus faulting at this site was oblique w
ith 
both left-la.t~ral and thrusting componcilts. 
4.6.2 Northwest of Pioneer Window 
Northwest of the gneiss complex (Site 23), the Wood River fault 
is well-exposed along the ridge south of Park Creek Road and just west 
of Trail Creek Road. This fault zone dips 25-45 degrees southwest
 and 
juxtaposes footwall rocks of sheared, unnamed Devonian/Silurian 
black argillites with overlying pink to brown Wood River quart
zites. 
Slickenside data collected in the footwall rocks show NW-d
irected 
movement, although these rocks were not extensively expo
sed or 
and this sparse and statistically data set 
• is slickensided, 
insignificant. These data are not sufficient to substantiat
e NW-
directed offset ~long this structure. 
• • kinematic The remaining 
information gathered from the hanging wall quartzites indic
ates a 
predominant NE-dipping predominant fault set which strikes paral
lel to 
(which dips SW) (Figure 4-28). the fault However, offsets as • main 
determined by slickenside steps indicate dominantly normal and o
blique 
slip with a sinistral component. Additionally, there are s
everal 
high-angle, strike-slip subsidiary faults. This kinematic
 data, 
together with the m-pole 
• 
maximum, suggest that faulting along the 
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Equal-area plots of m-poles and fault poles 
for the Wood River fault where it crops out 
west of the core, along Park Creek Road (Sites 
23 and 24). Contour intervals for these fault 
data are 2%, 4%, 6%, 8%, and 10%. 
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large-scale structure was ENE-directed, close to dip slip thrusting, 
although there is an oblique, sinistral component to the fault slip. 
Along the same fault exposure further west, north of Park Creek 
Road, the mesoscopic fault planes at Site 24 have highly variable 
orientations, although most are steeply dipping (Figure 4-28). 
Movement along these surfaces was of two types- largely dextral, 
strike-slip or highly oblique slip which was largely NE- or SE-
directed and normal, ob]ique to dip slip to the NE or E. The main 
fault zone dips 25-35 degrees north, and this kinematic data, together 
with them-pole cluster which parallels the fault break, indicate that 
translation across this zone was highly oblique with a dextral sense, 
compressional, and, similar to Site 23, ENE-directed. 
4.7 IMBRICATIONS IN THE WOOD RIVER FORMATION 
Low-angle faults imbricate both the lower Paleozoic argillaceous 
sequences of the Sun Valley allochthon and elastics of the Wood River 
Fm.. Kinematic data were collected along one such imbrication within 
the Wood River Fm. (Site 25), where it overlies the Pioneer core-
bounding fault in Hyndman Creek Canyon. To the south, this tectonic 
feature terminates against the western core border. This fault dips 
shallowly 25 degrees west and separates a hanging wall composed of 
upper Pennsylvanian dark gray shaly argillites from lower Permian to 
upper Pennsylvanian pink to brown sandstones. 
Slickensiding at this locality (Site 25) occurred along 
microfaults which do not parallel the main fault, most of the striated 
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surfaces strike NE and dip in the opposite direction as the master 
fault, to the SE (Figure 4-29). The majority of slickensides from 
this site (80%) trend NW-SE ana exhibit largely normal displacements 
(Figure 4-29). The m-pole concentration which lies in the plane of 
the large-scale fault suggest normal and dextral displacement with 
hanging wall transport to the NW. This slip vector parallels the 
apparent transport along the Pioneer core-bounding fault at this 
locality. 
4.8 LOW-ANGLE FAULTS IN METASEDIMENTARY SEQUENCE OF PIONEER WINDOW 
The metasedimentary sequence and older Precambrian basement 
gneisses have been complicated by extensive low-angle faulting. The 
magnitude of displacement across these faults is small judging from 
the lack of major stratigraphic breaks across these structures (Dover, 
1969). Many of these faults have been described by Dover as ductile 
shear zones, although fault data were collected along three such 
faults which display evidence of brittle deformation and 
slickensiding. These faults were examined within the southwestern 
corner of the core complex, in Corral Creek and Hyndman Creek Canyons. 
Close to the Pioneer fault, in Corral Creek Canyon, a low-angle 
fault deforms white to gray Ordovician marbles, which have been 
sheared and ductilely deformed. This zone is sharp and dips 35-45 
degrees west, parallel to the break of the Pioneer fault. The minor 
fault planes at this site (Site 26) generally parallel the macroscopic 
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Figure 4-29: Equal-area plots of m-poles, fault poles, and 
slickensides for a low-angle fault in the Wood 
River Fm. which borders the western core margin 
(Site 25). M-poles are contoured at 2%, 4%, 7%, 
10%, and 13% and contour intervals for fault 
poles and slickensides are 2%, 4%, 6%, 8%, and 
10%. 
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fault, and as a result, them-poles cluster strongly and imply WNW-
directed, normal movement which 
• lS oblique with a sinistral sense 
(Figure 4-30). The sense of shear across this structure is supported 
by the normal, WNW-directed 
• 
mesoscop1c movements inferred by 
observations of striated fault planes. Faulting along this structure 
is parallel to the extensional transport along the core-bounding fault 
near this site. This evidence indicates that widespread low-angle 
I 
normal faulting was not restricted to the higher structural levels 
which surround the core. 
Further south, in Hyndman Creek Canyon, a low-angle fault 
directly beneath the Pioneer detachment fault was examined (Site 27). 
This fault is exposed within 40 m. of the overlying detachment, and 
hanging wall rocks of Ordovician quartzites are brecciated above the 
fault zone. The footwall consists of Ordovician marbles, although 
these rocks are not well-exposed close to the fault projected by 
Dover (1983). Slickenside data were collected at the position of the 
fault break as mapped by Dover, since quartzites between the two fault 
zones show no evidence of brittle deformation and the poorly exposed 
marbles have presumably been weathered away. 
The microfaults at this locality (Site 27) strike su~~arallel to 
the master fault mapped by Dover but dip steeply east in the opposite 
direction of the low-angle fault on Dover's map (Figure 4-30). As a 
result, them-pole distributions are not instructive in resolving the 
fault slip. Slickensides from this zone trend and plunge uniformly 
NNE to ENE and most commonly trend NE, suggesting that hanging wall 
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Figure 4-30: Equal-area plots of fault data for low-angle 
faults within the metamorphic core, which are 
near the western core boundary (Sites 26 and 27). 
M-poles for Site 26 and slickensides for Site 27 
are contoured at, respectively, 2%, 6%, 10%, 
14%, 18% and 2%, 4%, 6%, 8%, and 10%. Fault 
poles are contoured at 2%, 4%, 8%, 12%,. 16%, 
and 20%. 
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transport was NE-directed. Offsets across individual fault planes, as 
inferred by the fault steps, was largely normal, dip slip and NE-
directed. Because of the lack of exposure of the footwall at this 
site, and thus the ambiguity in the orientation of the fault related 
to this strain, faulting here may similarly have been normal and NE-
directed. 
To the southeast in Hyndman Creek Canyon (Site 28), an E-W-
striking low-angle fault places Ordovician marbles and quartzites over 
Ordovician marbles in the footwall. Twenty to forty meters from Site 
28, this shallowly south-dipping fault zone intersects a low-angle 
fault which strikes N20E and dips shallowly west. Further along 
strike this low-angle fault has been projected by Dover to merge with 
a third fault with a steep dip, although part of this intervening area 
was not mapped perhaps because of the lack of exposures in this area. 
The majority of mesoscopic fault planes from this site (Site 28) dip ~ 
steeply west (Figure 4-31) and strike parallel to the intersecting 
fault and perpendicular to the E-W-striking low-angle fault. This 
suggests that the faulting in this area may be related to this second 
fault zone, and transport directjons were delineated using the slip 
data. Stereographic plots of fault grooves indicate that fault 
movement was directed NNE-NE or SSW-SW (Figure 4-31). Field 
observations of slickenside steps infer that displacements across 
individual fault planes were predominantly normal, oblique and dip 
slip offsets, although a small group of faults showed dextral, 
compressional offsets and their hanging walls were offset to the NE. 
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Figure 4-31: Equal-area plots of m-poles, fault poles, and 
slickensides for Site 28, a low-angle fault in 
the metamorphic core. These data are contoured 
at, respectively, 2%, 4%, 6%, 8%, 10%, 12%; 2%, 
4%, 12%, 20%, 28%; and 2%,4%, 8%, 12%, and 16%. 
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Movement along the W-dipping • macroscopic fault was presumably 
similarly oblique slip (normal and sinistral) and SW-directed. The 
kinematic data from Site 27, and possibly also from Site 28~ suggest 
that this brittle structure within the metamorphic core was a late 
normal fault, which was NE-SW-directed, al.though the slip vectors from 
these two sites were not precisely resolved. 
4.9 HIGH-ANGLE FAULTS 
High-angle faults deform rocks at every structural level in the 
Pioneer Mountains and have NE, N, and NW strikes. These brittle 
( 
structures do not displace Quaternary glacial deposits, and have 
previously been attributed solely to Neogene Basin and Range 
extensional deformation. Offsets across these structures are on the 
order of lOs to lOOs of m. (Dover, 1969). High-angle faults were 
examined at the following locations: (1) within and near the 
Wildhorse window (Sites 29 and 30); (2) within the Eocene Summit Creek 
intrusion along Trail Creek Road (Sites 31 and 32); (3) further north 
along Trail Creek Road, in North Fork Canyon (Site 33); and (4) 
northeast of the Dry Canyon window, along East Fork Road (Site 34). 
4.9.1 Wildhorse Window 
Two high-angle faults bisect the Wildhorse window and the traces 
of these faults trend NNW. The easternmost fault has a splay fault at 
both ends of its length, other fau~ts have branched out from this 
structure.:_, FauY, data were collected ii.long this eastern fault, where 
,, / 
'---........~/ 
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it crosscuts Devonian carbonate conglomerates and breccias. Offset 
across this fault • lS approximately 50-100 m. (Dover, 1983). This 
high-angle fault is vertical, and abundant subsidiary faults parallel 
the main fault. 
The fault data indicates that this zone, Site 29, is a right-
lateral strike-slip fault. Because the majority of fault planes 
parallel the master fault, the intermediate axis of strain is almost 
vertical in the plane of the fault (Figure 4-32). Most of the 
slickensides have shallow plunges, even though the mesoscopic fault 
surfaces are steeply dipping, and the offsets inferred by the fault 
striae are predominantly right-lateral. The sense of offset 
determined by the kinematic data agrees with the dextral offsets aross 
the fault of the rock units mapped by Dover. 
Just north of the Wildhorse window (Site 30), four small 
parallel ENE-striking high-angle faults cut the window bounding fault, 
as well as an overlying fault in the Copper Basin plate. Slickenside 
data were collected in the fault just north of the southernmost fault, 
within a thin plate of Little Copper argillites juxtaposed between the 
two low-angle fault zones. The fault at this site dips steeply (75 
degrees) north (Figure 4-32). Them-poles from Site 30 cluster around 
three concentrations which are mutually perpendicular and may 
represent the 3 axes of the strain ellipsoid for this brittle 
, 
deformation. Because two of these axes are situated close to the 
fault plane projection, the fault striae were directly plotted to 
discern mo¥sment patterns (Figure 4-33). There are at least three 
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Equal-area plots of m-poles and fault poles for 
Sites 29 and 30, two high-angle faults which 
deform and border the Wildhorse window. M-poles 
and Site 29 fault poles are contoured at 2%, 4%, 
8%, and 12%. Site 30 fault poles are contoured 
at 2%, 4%, 6%, 8%, and 10%. 
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Equal-area plots of fault data for Sites 30 and 
Site 31, high-angle faults which border the 
Wildhorse window and deform the Summit Creek 
Stock, respectively. Slickensides from Site 30 
are contoured at 2%, 4%, 6%, 8%, 10%, and 12%. 
M-poles and fault poles for Site 31 are 
contoured at 2%, 4%, 6%, 8%, 10%, and 12%. 
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subsidiary fault sets at this locality: two are NNW-striking an
d one 
strikes NE, parallel to the macroscopic fault. The first two gro
ups of 
faults were offset to the N and NW, while the NE-striking faults
 were 
largely displaced to the WNW. Based on the predominance
 of NW-
trending slickensides, the NE-trending m-pole maximum is interp
reted 
as the Y • axis and movement across this surface was normal, o
blique 
with a dextral sense. 
4.9.2 Summit Creek Stock 
Two parallel, NW-striking high-angle faults which deform quartz 
monzonite plutonic rocks of the Eocene Summit Creek intrusion
 were 
included in the kinematic analysis. One of these high-angle f
aults 
can be traced roughly 6 kms. north from its southern terminatio
n in 
the Summit Creek Stock, and offsets of Eocene Challis volcanic
s and 
Paleocene or upper Cretaceous elastics across this structure alon
g its 
northernmost extent are on the order of 50-100 m. (Dover, 1983). Site 
31 was located along the southernmost traces of this fault, withi
n the 
Summit Creek Stock and along the ridge southeast of Trail Creek 
Road. 
The second high-angle structure (vicinity of Site 32) was mapped 
during the course of this investigation and parallels a large dra
inage 
or depression on the ridge east of Trail Creek Road. Plutonic 
rocks 
in this drainage are extensively faulted and brittlely deformed w
ithin 
a 100 m. wide zone, although rocks within bordering area
s are 
undeformed. Where this pluton was examined away from large fau
lts it 
is undeformed. 
) 
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At Site 31, the fault dips 65-70 degrees west, and most of the 
fault planes measured strike perpendicular to the main fault (Figure 
4-33), making the kinematic data complex and difficult to conclusively 
interpret. Nevertheless, displacements across all NW- to NNE-striking 
fault planes subparallel or parallel to the large-scale structure (15% 
of the total measured) were sinistral, highly oblique to strike-slip 
., 
offsets and them-pole maxima for this site which lies near the plane 
of this high-angle structure, along with the offset data, implies that 
movement was left-lateral strike-slip. In addition, 50% of the 
slickensides measured at this site are consistent with SE-directed 
macroscopic fault slip, the remaining offsets were oblique to strike-
slip displacements on the orthogonal fault set. Although the evidence 
supporting this interpretation is not strong, it seems the most viable 
one, given the kinematic data for the NW- to NNE-striking fault set. 
The remaining faults which are normal to the fault experienced either 
SE- and N- to WNW-directed reverse offsets; E-directed and N- to WNW-
directed normal offsets; or oblique to strike-slip offsets. 
The fault dip along the high-angle fault at Site 32 is steep, 80 
degrees west, and the majority of fault planes measured parallel this 
surface (Figure 4-34). Most of the steps along faults symmetric to 
the main fault imply sinistral offsets. A small group of faults which 
strike approximately E-W experienced reverse, dextral hanging wall 
offsets to the SE. Since two of them-pole maxima lie closet~ th~·-
fault plane projection, the fault striae for this fault were also 
plotted. The striae form two maxima which trend WNW and NNW-SSE, and 
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Equal-area plots of m-poles, fault poles, and 
slickensides for Site 32, a high-angle fault in 
the Summit Creek stock. These data are 
contoured at, respectively, 2%, 6%, 10%; 2%, 6%, 
12%, 18%; and 2%, 4%, 6%, 8%, 10%. 
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the slip vector for this fault is averaged to SE. These kinematic 
results together suggest that fault slip was left-lateral with a small 
thrusting component. The movement directions obtained for Sites 31 
and 32 are consistent with the trend of the early Tertiary extensional 
deformation. Note, however, that the brittle deformation along these 
faults postdates both Eocene plutonism and Eocene Challis deposition. 
4.9.3 North Fork Faults 
Along the northern portion of Trail Creek Road, in North Fork 
Canyon, a series of high-angle faults deform Mississippian Copper 
Basin units in both the Copper Basin and Glide Mountain plates, as 
well as Eocene Challis volcanics. Structural data were collected 
along one high-angle fault in this area (Site 33) which strikes ENE, 
and dips steeply 70 degrees north. This fault crosscuts Copper Basin 
argillites and is not more than 1 km. in length. Microfaults at this 
site consist of two predominant sets, striking roughly NE and NW 
(Figure 4-35). Movement across these planes was predominantly oblique 
to strike-slip displacement, and fault steps imply mostly 
reverse mesoscopic hanging wall offsets to the NE. NE-directed 
. 
macroscopic hanging wall transport is also inferred by the 
predominantly NE-SW slickenside trends- 67% of the data are consistent 
with this transport direction. Correspondingly, the m-~oles form a 
great circle distribution which intersects the fault plane close to 
vertical. Thus the fault is interpreted as an ENE-directed, strike-
slip, dextral fault. 
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Figure 4-35: Equal-area plots of m-poles and fault poles for 
Sites 33 and 34, high-angle faults which are 
. situated in North Fork Canyon and along East 
Fork Road, respectively. Contour 1ntervals are 
1%, 4%, 7%, 10% for Site 33 m-poles; 2%, 5%, 7%, 
9%, 11%, 13% for Site 33 fault poles; 2%, 4%, 
8%, 12% for Site 34 m-poles; and 2%, 6%, 12%, 
18%, 24% for Site 34 fault poles. 
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4.Q.4 East Fork Road 
In the northeastern corner of the study area (Site 34), a NNE-
striking high-angle fault transects East Fork Road. This high-angle 
fault crosscuts Eocene Challis volcanics and Paleocene or late 
Cretaceous elastics, as well as Mississippian Copper Basin units. 
The feature extends roughly 10 kms. south, where it terminates within 
the metamorphic core. The fault was examined where it deforms Copper 
Basin quartzitic conglomerates (Site 34), where it dips moderately (55 
degrees) east. Movement directions at Site 34 are consistent with the 
transport along the North Fork fault (Figure 4-35). The microfaults 
form two distinct groups, one which parallels the NNE-striking main 
fault and a secondary fault set which is steeply dipping, WNW-
striking, and perpendicular to the primary fault surfaces. 
Observations of striated fault planes suggest that this secondary 
fault set experienced oblique, reverse offsets to the NW or WNW, while 
the movements along the primary fault set were largely normal and NE-
directed. Thus the fault is a normal fault, which experienced ENE-
directed transport of the hanging wall and offset which was slightly 
oblique, with a sinistral sense. 
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DISCUSSION 
The slip vectors derived during the course of this study, when 
plotted on a rose diagram (Figure 5-1), form a bimodal grouping: WNW 
and ENE. Based on regional relationships (e.g. a.s outlined by O'Neill 
and Pavlis, in preparation), this kinematic data is interpreted as 
superposition of three deformational episodes: ENE-directed Mesozoic 
thrusting, WNW-directed early Tertiary extension, and ENE-directed 
Neogene extension (Figures 5-2 
' 
5-3, 5-8, 5-11). In the following 
sections, I use this interpretation to group the data by geography and 
slip vector type into different age groups. 
5.1 EARLY TERTIARY AND NEOGENE EXTENSION 
5.1.1 Core-bounding Fault System 
The kinematic indicators from the fault system which bounds the 
metamorphic core indicate that hanging wall transport was uniformly 
WNW- to NW-directed along the northern, western, and southern margins 
of the core (Figures 5-3 and 5-4). The eight slip vectors from the 
Pioneer and Wildhorse fault systems fall within a 38 degree range and 
trend N45W to N83W. Movement at Site 10 is inferred to be consistent 
w5.th these displacements. 
Critical data on the age of faulting of the core-bounding fault 
system include the following. First, along the northern margin of the 
core, Eocene (?) plutonic rocks are the youngest rocks affected by the 
faulting. Thus much or all of the faulting in that area is younger 
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Figure 5-1: 
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Rose diagram indicating bimodal distribution of 
faulting within the Pioneer Mountains for 31 of 
the study sites. Frequencies of slip vectors 
are directly proportional to the areas of the 
sections, which are divided into 15 degree 
intervals. 
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Azimuthal projections of slip vectors for 31 
f~ults which have been grouped according to 
their kinematics and interpreted ages of 
faulting. Mesozoic compression and Neogene 
Basin and Range extension were both ENE-
directed, in contrast to the ~arly Tertiary 
extension which was largely NW- to WNW-directed. 
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Figure 5-4: 
N 
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Azimuthal projections of the slip vectors for 
seven sites along the northern, western, and 
southern margins of the core, shown above with 
an equal-area stereographic projection of the 
high-angle fault which forms the eastern 
boundary of the core and which strikes 
perpendicular to these extensional displace-
ments. White arrows represent the lin~ation 
trends from 2 of these sites. 
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than the apparent age of the pluton; 54 Ma based on hornblende K-Ar 
(Armstrong, 1975, Zartman, 1976 as reported by Dover, 1983). In 
addition, the eastern high-angle fault separates Eocene Challis 
volcanics along much of its length from plutonic core rocks. The 
radiometric dates for Eocene quartz monzonite plutonic core rocks vary 
from 41.2+1.0 m.y. and 47.1+1.4 m.y. for biotite to 53.9+1.3 m.y. for 
hornblende, and the age estimation for the Challis volcanics range 
from 43.3+1.3 to 50.0+1.8 m.y. (Armstrong, 1975, Zartman, 1976, as 
reported by Dover, 1983). The quartz diorite pluton which borders and 
is c11t by the northern edge of the core yields a biotite K-Ar age of 
39.2+1.l m.y. old (Armstrong, 1975, Zartman, 1976 as reported by 
Dover, 1983). The core margins and the bulk of the crystalline core 
~f 
are free of Challis volcanics, aside from a questionable, poorly 
exposed depositional contact in the northeasternmost corner of the 
metamorphic window. This observation suggests that the core was not 
exposed during volcanism (O'Neill and Pavlis, in preparation). In 
contrast, Paleocene to late Cretaceous landslide deposits and elastics 
contain quartzite clasts presumably derived from and resembling 
Ordovician quartzites of the metasedimentary window sequence (Dover, 
1981); an observation suggesting the core was partially unroofed prior 
to deposition of the Challis volcanics (O'Neill and Pavlis, in 
preparation). One interpretation of this paradox is that structural 
unroofing probably began 
• prior to deposition of the landslide 
deposits, in Paleocene or latest Cretaceous time, and continued during 
91 
and after Eocene volcanism and plutonism (see O'Neill and Pavlis, in 
prepa.ration) . 
The core-bounding faults dip moderately (55-75 degrees) along 
the southern and northern margins of the complex, yet the fault dip is 
shallow, approximately 30 degrees, along the western border. The 
geometry of this window border is listric where it was observed along 
the northern core-bounding fault, 
\ 
and the steeper local fault dips 
probably grade into faults which are listric at depth. The steeper 
fault dips to the north and south may be attributed to the large 
strike-slip component to the fault slip along these margins, implying 
that this complex evolved as a large pull-apart structure (O'Neill and 
Pavlis, in preparation). The eastern margin of the metamorphic core is 
a N30E-striking high-angle fault, which exhibited little evidence of 
slickensiding 
brecciation 
where it was examined, but experienced extensive 
and quartz • • Although no kinematic data were ve1n1ng. 
collected h·ere, this structure str..ikes perpendicular to the ·m-
directed transport on faults surrounding the metamorphic window and is 
probably a normal fault which is syntectonic with the widespread 
denudation and structural unroofing (Figure 5-4). With this 
interpretation, the gross configuration of this core complex resembles 
that of an assymmetric horst, similar to other breakaway ranges in the 
Cordillera (Wernicke, 1985). 
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5.1.2 Dry Canyon and Wildhorse Windows 
The Dry Canyon and Wildhorse windows show profound stratigraphic 
disparity from allochthonous Mississippian rocks of the hanging wall 
to parautochthonous Ordovician/Devonian carbonates. Although much of 
this stratigraphic disparity is probably the result of Mesozoic 
thrusting, the present fault boundaries appear to be the product of E-
W-directed, 
structural 
presumably 
window, the 
early Tertiary, extension. Within this 
Early Paleozoic footwall rocks are 
unmetamorphosed and show little or no evidence of ductile deformation; 
an observation which contrasts with the hight temperature metamorphism 
of Early Paleozoic rocks within the metamorphic core. 
Two slip vectors from low-angle faults which border and surround 
the Dry Canyon window trend E-W, and these displacements were directed 
away from the ·carbonate window (Sites 5 and 14) (Figure 5-5). In map 
view, the window itself is an elongate feature which trends N-S, 90 
degrees from this extension (Figure 5-3). 
A low-angle fault near the Wildhorse window showed normal 
displacement and SW- to NW-directed displacement (Site 17). The 
possibility that early Tertiary low-angle normal faulting occurred on 
faults surrounding the Wildhorse window cannot be excluded on the 
basis of these data. Slip vectors for high-angle faults in this area 
trend WNW and NNW (Sites 30 and 29) (Figure 5-5). These faults deform 
the low-angle faults and are interpreted as early Tertiary faults. 
The slip vector for Site 29, a vertical strike-slip fault, trends SSE. 
Although this transport • varies from the common trend of the NW-
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Figure 5-5: 
29 
Azimuthal projections of the slip vectors for 
faults adjoining the Dry Canyon (Sites 5 and 14) 
and Wildhorse windows (Sites 29 and 30). These 
displacements are all interpreted as early 
Tertiary movements. 
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directed extension, it is closer to the apparent early Tertiary event 
than to later Basin and Range extension. 
The deformations proximal to the carbonate windows are not well-
constrained in time, due to the lack of cross-cutting relationships 
with younger units. These events, with the possible exception of low-
angle normal faulting within the Copper Basin Group near the Wildhorse 
window, were probably all synchronous with the NW-directed extensional 
event. This conclusion is supported by lack of clear evidence for 
structural overprinting by a later E-W-directed extension; e.g. 
similar to Oligocene E-W extension which affected core complexes south 
of the Snake River Plain. 
5.1.3 Low-Angle Faults Surrounding the Metamorphic Core 
Within the higher structural levels, thinning of the crust 
proceeded along low-angle fault systems within the sedimentary cover 
and appears to have been localized to some extent along anisotropies 
• • 
developed during the earlier compressional orogenes1s. This 1S 
evidenced by ENE, NW, and N-S trending slip vectors for the Wood River 
and Glide Mountain fault systems, as well as the general parallelism 
between the faults and sedimentary bedding. This conclusion is also 
supported by the superposition along extensional faults such as the 
Wood River and Glide Mountain faults of westward facies sequences onto 
finer-grained, 
juxtaposition • lS 
calcareous eastward facies rocks. This facies 
presumably reflective of early Mesozoic NE-directed 
transport (Dover, 1980; Skipp, 1974; Paull and others, 1972, 1977; 
> .. 
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Poole and Sandberg, 1Q77; Sandberg and others, 1975). These results 
have important implications for other core complex terranes where the 
facies juxtaposition appears to represent intact thrust relations. 
Several low-angle faults in the allochthonous cover displayed 
nearly unidirectional extensional slip vectors (Sites 11, 12, 15, 16, 
18, 19, 21, 22) suggesting that extension along these zones was 
significant, of large magnitude, and not attributable to local doming 
effects incurred near the core (Figure 5-3). In the areas northwest 
• 
of the metamorphics, this extensional transport was approximately NW-
to WNW-directed along the Pioneer fault system (Sites 11 and 12), the 
Glide Mountain fault system (Site 15 and possibly 16), and low-angle 
faults in the Glide Mountain Plate (Sites 18 and 19) (Figure 5-6). 
Transport along the Pioneer fault is largely consistent with the 
WNW transport directions for this fault system where it borders the 
core, although the slip vector for Site 12 trends WSW (Figure 5-6). 
Movement at Site 11 was WNW-directed, dextral strike-slip, and, 
further northwest (Site 12), displacement was WSW-directed, dextral 
oblique, and normal. The WSW fault slip at Site 12 is interpreted as 
early Tertiary reactivation of this older-on-younger fault system, 
because of the extensional offsets along the eouthern sections of this 
fault and the subparallel trend of this slip vector to the southern 
displacements. 
,. 
The variation in the fault slip at Site 12 may be due 
to its northernmost, distal position relative to the core. 
Alternatively, the Pioneer fault in this area may be a conjugate fault 
to the other early Tertiary faults or may have been rotated to its 
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present orientation. \ 
Where the low-angle faults within the Mississippian Copper Basin 
Fm. were examined (Phi Kappa Canyon, Sites 15, 18, 19), they were 
relatively sharp, compressional faults which displayed NW to WNW 
trending slip vectors and were largely parallel to, or at a low angle 
to, sedimentary bedding. Thus, based on slip vectors the faults would 
appear to be Early Tertiary. In addition to the kinematic indicators, 
a Tertiary age of faulting is inferred by map-scale observations. 
These faults, iocluding a thrust which locally re~eats the Glide 
Mountain plate, strike roughly perpendicular to the extension (Figure 
5-3). These faults have been locally domed by intrusion of the Summit 
Creek Stock and may have been normal faults prior to intrusive 
activity (Dover, 1981). 
The Pioneer and Glide Mountain fault systems, as well as low-
angle faults in the Glide Mountain Plate, northwest of the core have 
all been intruded by the Eocene Summit Creek stock. Thus, movements 
along them ceased prior to about 48 Ma; the hornblende K-Ar age for 
these rocks (Armstrong, 1975 and Zartman, 1976, as reported by Dover, 
1983). 
In other areas, lateral spreading occurred along low-angle 
faults which deform rocks within higher structural levels of the Wood 
River and Sun Valley allochthons. At Site 25, Wood River Fm. was 
translated to the NW over a fault which splays off the core and 
repeats the stratigraphic succession in the Wood River Group (Figure 
5-6). South of the metamorphic window, movement was directed to the 
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SSE-SE along the Wood River fault where it forms the northern (Site 
21) edge of a window in the Wood River plate and the eastern edge of a 
Wood River klippe within this window (Site 22). The slip vector for 
Site 22 trends nearly south, but is interpreted as early Tertiary 
fault slip because: 1) this fault exposure has a SE-directed slip 
vector at Site 21 and 2) this slip vector is perpendicular to the 
direction of Mesozoic thrusting. The nearly N-S trends of these slip 
vectors for the Wood River fault vary from the NW to WNW slip vector 
trends in other areas and may be a function of the position of these 
sites relative to the metamorphic window. Unlike all other faults 
within the cover rocks which display extensional movement vectors, 
this fault crops out south of the metamorphic core. 
South of the metamorphic core, the Wood River fault forms the 
southern border of a klippe of Wood River Fm. (Sites 21 and 22). This 
fault would appear to merge either with a southwest-dipping 
imbrication in the Wood River Fm. (Site 25), which also contains the 
lowermost sections of the Wood River Group in the hanging wall, or 
with the northwesternmost edge of this Wood River "klippe" (Sites 23 
and 24). The Wood River fault northwest of the core cuts upsection 
and brings the middle and upper portions of the Wood River Group into 
contact with the Devonian footwall rocks (Dover, 1983). However, a 
complex geometry • 1S suggested because these northern faults display 
NW-directed and ENE-directed slip vectors (Sites 23 and 24), 
respectively (Plate 1). These structural relationships could.be 
explained in a number of ways: 1) SE-directed movement along a fault 
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continuous with either fault, which died out within the distal 
northwestern areas; 2) structural up- or even down-cutting of the SE-
directed fault in the areas northwest of Sites 21 and 22; 3) Tertiary 
reactivation of the lowermost sections of the Wood River Group along? 
SE-directed normal fault, which was later crosscut by a NW-directed 
normal fault at Site 25· 
' 
and 4) Tertiary reactivation of the 
northwestern segments of the Wood River fault along discrete zones 
either above or below the 'main' fault itself. Interpretations (1), 
(2), and (3) seem most plausible, as the Wood River fault along the 
northwestern and southern edges of the Wood River "klippe" border 
different stratigraphic sections of the Wood River Fm. and, therefore, 
may not be structurally continuous in the subsurface. More detailed 
structural studies on the Wood River allochthon in these areas are 
required • 1n order to resolve the structural geometries and 
complexities of the Tertiary faulting within these cover rocks. 
The low-angle fault systems which surround the metamorphic core 
are all postdated by either Eocene plutonism or volcanism (Dover, 
1981), placing a minimum age constraint on the normal faulting within 
the sedimentary cover at about 48-50 m.y. (maximum K-Ar cooling ages). 
Movement along core-bounding faults presumably continued through 
Eocene igneous activity to keep the core denuded of Challis volcanics 
and to produce the brittle and ductile Tertiary structures observed 
within the Eocene plutonic phase in the core. In view of this fact, 
there • 1S a discrepancy in the apparent timing of faulting along the 
Pioneer fault, as this structure • 1S intruded by an Eocene stock 
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northwest of the core. This might be explained by accomodation o
f the 
displaced upper plate rocks along other intervening fault s
ystems 
northwest of the core. Nonetheless, an easier explanation is t
hat the 
rates of denudational transport along the Wildhorse and Pioneer 
faults 
were roughly equivalent following Eocene intrusion, and as a 
result 
han~ing wall transport became uniformly NW above the core-bo
unding 
fault systems. Denudation of the core appears to have progress~
d from 
widespread low-angle normal faulting to unroofing which was rest
ricted 
to movements along the core-bounding faults, and this apparent
 shift 
in the deformation mode was postdated and recorded by the 
Eocene 
• igneous event. 
5.1.4 Low-Angle Faults within the Metamorphic Core 
A low-angle fault within the metasedimentary sequence of the
 
core (Site 26) displayed a WNW slip vector parallel to the transport 
along the Pioneer fault margin in this vicinity, providing add
itional 
evidence that the early Tertiary extension deformed rocks at 
almost 
every structural level within the Pioneers (Figure 5-7). This feature 
parallels the break of the core-bounding fault in this area.
 Both 
faults dip shallowly 30-40 degrees west and experien~ed normal 
offset 
with large dip slip components. Movement on this structure can
not be 
well constrained in time, beyond assuming that the core rock
s were 
above the brittle-ductile transition and at relatively shallow c
rustal 
levels at the time of brittle faulting. However, these rocks ar
e also 
ductilely deformed, and, similar to the core boundary near this 
fault, 
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Azimuthal projections of the slip vectors for 
low-angle faults within the metamorphic core 
(Sites 26, 27, and 28). 
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the deformation conditions along this zone may h
ave progressed from 
ductile to brittle (Silverberg, personal communication). The
 extent 
of early Tertiary low-angle normal faulting in core
 rocks has not been 
determined, although the metamorphics have been exte
nsively faulted. 
Two other low-angle faults within the core (Sites 27 and 28
) 
displayed evidence of brittle deformation and NE an
d SW slip vectors, 
although these slip directions were not precisel
y resolved (Figure 
5-7). The brittle character of these faults argues against a M
esozoic 
age for these structures, since the core was presu
mably at midcrustal 
levels, prior to the Tertiary extensional eve
nt. Based on their 
movement vectors, they are interpreted as Neog
ene Basin and Range 
faults (Figure 5-8). Site 28 is a SW-directed low-angle normal
 fault, 
which may merge with a high-angle fault along s
trike (Dover, 1983) 
(Figure 5-8). The faulting measured at Site 27 is problema
tic, in 
that measurements were taken at the fault projected by Dover, altho
ugh 
the footwall rocks were not locally exposed. The 
kinematic data from 
this site show NE-directed, normal displacemen
ts across the fault 
planes measured and may be related either to a cros
scutting high-angle 
Basin and Range fault or a more shallowly dipping s
tructure. 
5.1.5 High-Angle Faulting 
The area is deformed by a series of high-angle faul
ts which most 
commonly strike NW, N, and NE. Four high-angle fa
ults, which deform 
the Eocene Summit Creek Stock (Sites 31 and 32) and the W
ildhorse 
window (Sites 29 and 30) display SE, WNW and NNW slip vectors 
(Figure 
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5-Q). Based on their movement vectors, they.are interpreted as early 
Tertiary faults. Nearly vertical, sinistral NW-striking strike-slip 
faults in the Summit Creek Stock deform, and therefore postdate, the 
Eocene pluton, as well as Eocene Challis volcanics and low-angle 
normal faults. Faults in the Wildhorse window display WNW and NNW 
slip vectors and cut the window border and an overlying low-angle 
fault • 1n Mississippian cover rocks. Movement at Site 30 was normal 
and WNW-directed, and Site 29 is a NNW-striking, vertical, dextral 
strike-slip fault. Although the slip vector for Site 29 deviates from 
the common trend of early Tertiary tectonic transport, as discussed 
earlier, it is interpreted as an early Tertiary structure because it 
is subparallel to the NW-directed extension and perpendicular to later 
Basin and Range extension. Fault movement at this site may be a 
conjugate shear to the other NW-directed early Tertiary faults or may 
be a favorably oriented fracture which was activated during the 
widespread extension. 
The mode of early Tertiary brittle extension within the 
sedimentary cover appears to have undergone a transition from low-
angle to high-angle faulting, as the high-angle faults deform low-
angle faults, including several normal faults. Additionally, this 
apparent shift • lS recorded by cross-cutting relationships in Eocene 
igneous intrusives and volcanics; i.e. igneous rocks postdate the low-
angle normal faulting . 1n 
several high-angle faults. 
areas outlying the core but are cut by 
Some high-angle faulting may have been 
coeval with low-angle normal faulting in the cover rocks. For 
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Azimuthal projections of the slip vectors for 
high-angle faults which deform the Wildhorse 
window (Sites 29 and 30) and Summit Creek Stock 
(Sites 31 and 32) and are interpreted to be 
early Tertiary faults. 
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example, some of the strike-slip vertical faults may have operated as 
tear faults. Nevertheless, based on crosscutting relationships with 
the Eocene igqeous rocks, the early Tertiary high-angle faults, as 
• • 
exemplified by structures in the Summit Creek pluton, appear to have 
been syntectonic with or even postdated late-3tage unroofing along the 
core-bounding faults. These relationships suggest that the late stage 
• 
high-angle faults may have formed in order to accomodate some of the 
strains formerly dissipated along low-angle fault systems. 
Two high-angle faults (Sites 33 and 34) examined in this study 
displayed ENE slip vectors (Figures 5-8 and 5-10). These faults 
crosscut, and therefore postdate, Eocene Challis volcanics, as well as 
the northern core-bounding fault and the Eocene plutonic phase of the 
core. Based on their movement vectors, these faults, a normal fault 
and an ENE-striking dextral strike-slip fault, are interpreted as 
Neogene Basin and Range structures. 
5.1.6 Ductile Fabrics within Core Rocks 
Mylonitic and lineated fabrics in plutonic and metasedimentary 
quartzites are present at the highest structural levels of the core 
and have been deformed by the brittle core-bo~nding faults. The 
mylonitic fabric developed sometime after emplacement of the Eocene 
pluton because it deforms this latest igneous phase of the metamorphic 
core. Extension lineations in the mylonitized pluton have an average 
trend of N58W, and s-c fabrics in these rocks suggest that the sense "'-
of shear was top to the northwest. The slickensides and lineations in 
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Azimuthal projections of slip vectors for two 
high-angle faults situated in North Fork Canyon 
(Site 33) and along East Fork Road (Site 34). 
These faults are interpreted to be Neogene 
Basin and Range structures. 
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quartzites within core rocks at Site 6 trend -N75W. The similarity 
in 
the kinematics of the brittle and ductile shearing along these
 core 
• 
margins suggest that these fabrics are deep-seated, du
ctile 
manifestations of the early Tertiary extension. The e
xtension 
lineations dip shallowly (7-40 degrees) and have been exhumed along 
the core-bounding faults to their present positions along the co
re. 
The parallelism between lineations and slickensides along the
 
western core margin (Site 6), as well as the similarity in orientation 
of the foliation planes and 
• 
macroscopic fault, suggest that the 
deformation proceeding along this border was coaxial, at leas
t on a 
smaller scale. Mylonitic fabrics and foliations along the n
orthern 
core-bounding fault strike parallel to the macroscopic core bo
undary 
(-N70E). In general, however, they dip more shallowly (30-70 degrees) 
than the large-scale fault, which dips 55-75 degrees. This
 
nonparallelism of the ductile and brittle shear zones probably
 stems 
from the large strike-slip component to the fault slip alon
g this 
northern • margin. As the core was progessively uplifted
, this 
crosscutting oblique-slip fault margin may have become progres
sively 
steeper, in contrast to the earlier shallow ductile shear zone dips
. 
5.2 MESOZOIC COMPRESSIONAL FAULTS 
Regional evidence suggests that , thtusting in the Pion
eer 
Mountains was consistently ENE-directed. Within the unmetamor
phosed 
cover, NE-directed thrust movements were only recognized a
t four 
I 
sites: two sites along the Wood River fault (Sites 23 and 24), one 
d. 109 
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site along the Glide Mountain fault (Site 13), and·r site along an 
imbrication • the Glide Mountain plate (Site 20) (Figures 5-11 and 5-1n 
12) . It • of note that • all of the rocks where slickensides lS 1n 
preserve a record of thrusting the sites were located at least 7 kms. 
away from the core. This relationship suggests that at these sites 
the kinematic history of thrusting was preserved by the "piggyback" 
transport of the faults over underlying extensional detachments. 
5.3 TECTONIC SYNTHESIS 
The Pi6neer core complex is ~olygt~netic, its deformational 
history proceeded at least from Mesozoic to more recent times (Figure 
5-13). The data obtained during the course of this study are too 
preliminary to a detailed evolutionary model for the Pioneer 
Mountains, but the evidence suggests the following tectonic scenario: 
During the Sevier/Laramide orogeny, which continued until the 
late Cretaceous in the Pioneers (Dover, 1969, 1980, 1981, O'Neill, 
1985), ENE-directed thrusting emplaced thrust plates of Paleozoic 
miogeocli1~al sediments over parautochthonous lower Paleozoic cratonal 
shelf carbonates and Precambrian to lower Paleozoic ductilely 
deforming basement. 
Compression was postdated by the early Tertiary extensional 
event in the Pioneer Mountains, which presumably initiated in response 
to changing tectonic boundary conditions, and possibly a~so internal 
gravitational forces. During earliest Tertiary time, rapid subduction 
continued along the western margin of North America, although plate 
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Figure 5-11: Generalized geologic map of the Pioneer 
Mountains showing the slip vectors for faults at 
4 study sites which are interpreted to be 
Mesozoic compressional faults. 
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Figure 5-12: 
N 
l 
Azimuthal projections of ENE slip vectors for 
sites along the Glide Mountain and Wood River 
faults and a low-angle fault in the Glide 
Mountain Plate. These displacements are 
interpreted as Mesozoic thrusting. 
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Diagrammatic cross-sectional sketch illustrat-
ing Mesozoic and Tertiary tectonic events 
shaping the Pioneer Mountains region ( WR= Wood 
River Allochthon, SV= Sun Valley Allochthon, 
GM= Glide Mountain Plate, CB= Copper Basin 
Plate, MS= metasedimentary sequence, GC= gneiss 
complex, CV= Eocene Challis volcanics, QM= 
Eocene quartz monzonite). 
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reorganization (at 55-57 m.y.) resulted in the southeastward migration 
of the Farallon-Pacific-North American triple junction (Ewing, 1980). 
This created a transform boundary to the north of the triple junction 
and caused NW-directed strike-slip complications inland (Ewing, 1980) 
and major right lateral displacements alon:~ intracontinental transform 
faults such as the Tintina-Fraser faults (Price, 1986, Bennett, 1986, 
Ewing, 1980). The NW-directed extension in the Pioneer Mountains was 
presumably induced by these external forces (O'Neill, 1985, O'Neill 
and Pavlis, in preparation). 
The early Tertiary extensional event in the Pioneers was coeval 
with thrusting . 1n the North American miogeocline (Coney, 1978) . 
Simultaneous intraplate thrusting and normal faulting within this 
fundamentally compressional regime might be best explained by stress 
field variations as outlined by Burchfiel and Royden (1985). In this 
model, stress fields variations as a function of topography are used 
to explain coeval normal faulting and thrusting in the Himalayas 
(Burchfiel and Royden, 1985). This model has implications for the 
Pioneer Mountains, in that gravitational collapse of an unstable, 
thickened crustal welt generated during Sevier thrusting may have been 
the . primary internal force driving the extensional episode in this 
• 
region (see Coney, 1980). The estimated thickness of the 
allochthonous section overlying the core rocks prior to Tertiary 
uplift and exposure of the core was at least 10-14 kms., as determined 
from pressure-temperature paths established for the metamorphic core 
(Silverberg, 1986). The combined thickness of unmetamorphosed thrust 
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plates and parautochthonous sequences in the study • area 1s 
approximately 10 kms. (Dover, 1Q81). 
Structural unroofing and exposure of the Pioneer metamorphic 
core began at least by late Cretaceous to Paleocene time, as indicated 
by inclusions of quartzites in elastics and landslide deposits of the 
same age which resemble and are presumably derived from metamorphosed 
sequences in the core (Dover, 1981, 1983). North of the core, 
extensional spreading over parautochthonous carbonates of the Dry 
Canyon window proceeded in an E-W direction along low-angle faults 
whi~h border and surround the window rocks (Sites 5 and 14). 
Extensional displacements over the core itself occurred over a largely 
one-sided detachment or asymmetric horst; i.e. most of the overlying 
allochthons were transported to the WNW or NW along the Pioneer and 
Wildhorse core-bounding faults (Sites 1, 2, 6, 7, 8, 9, and possibly 
10). Along the eastern margin of the core, this extension was most 
likely characterized by high-angle normal faulting, as inferred by the 
normal orientation of this fault to the trend of the early Tertiary 
extension. Northwest and west of the metamorphics, within the 
unmetamorphosed cover, NW- to WNW-directed denudational gliding also 
proceeded off the core along numerous low-angle fault~systems (Sites 
11, 12, 15, 16, 18, 19, and 25). South of the core, the Wood River 
allochthon, at the highest structural levels within the thrust 
sequence, was displaced to the SSE-SE along the Wood River fault 
(Sites 21 and 22). Low-angle normal faulting also involved sequences 
in the metamorphic core, as evidenced by a WNW slip vector for an 
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extensional fault near the western core border (Site 26). Before the 
onset of widespread Eocene igneous activity, when the core had been 
sufficiently denuded, crustal thinning along most of the major low-
angle faults in the unmetamorphosed cover appears to have-largely 
ceased. This conclusion 
• lS suggested because all of these normal 
faults are either cut by the Eocene Summit Creek stock or overlain by 
Challis volcanics in areas adjacent to the study sites. Subsequent to 
the Eocene igneous event and during the final stages of unroofing, the 
cover sequences probably behaved as a more or less coherent package 
which slid off the core in a NW to WNW direction. By that process the 
metamorphic core became denuded of volcanics, either erosionally or by 
a combination of erosion and structural unroofing. 
Ductile fabrics at upper levels of the metamorphic core are 
deep-seated manifestations of this extension which have been exhumed 
along the core-bounding faults and brittlely deformed near the 
surface. These fabrics deform the Eocene pluton along the northern 
core-bounding fault, placing a maximum age on the mylonitization along 
this zone. 
Several early Tertiary high-angle faults deform, and therefore 
postdate, Eocene intrusives as well as both Challis volcanics and low-
angle normal faults withi~ the cover rocks (Sites 29, 30, 31, and 32). 
This observation suggests that most or all of the high-angle faults 
\ 
postdate the low-angle normal faults. These late.stage faults formed 
during or subsequent to structural unroofing which proceeded primarily 
along core-bounding faults. Although no evidence for this was found I 
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in this study, some high-angle faulting may have· been syntectonic with 
the low-angle normal faulting. 
This Tertiary extensional event ceased prior to Neogene Basin 
and Range extension, which was ENE-directed (Sites 28, 29, 33, and 
34). This orogenic episode was characterized by high-angle normal and 
strike-slip faulting and low-angle normal faulting. These younger 
brittle structures deform, and therefore postdate, both the Eocene 
igneous rocks and the northern core boundary. However, this younger 
extensional orogeny was not solely or primarily responsible for the 
high-angle brittle faults observed in the range today. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
' 
1) Brittle deformation within the Pioneer Mountains can be ascribed 
to three distinct deformational episodes: ENE-directed Sev
ier/Laramide 
thrusting which was Mesozoic in age; NW to WNW-directed ear
ly Tertiary, 
extension; and ENE-direct~d Neogene Basin and Range extensi
on. 
2) The gross configuration of the Pioneer core complex is that of an 
asymmetric horst or large pull-apart structure and is e
ssentially a 
product of early Tertiary extensional deformation. Extens
ional WNW to 
NW-directed displacements occurred along the moderately to
 shallowly-
dipping northern, western, and southern core-bounding fau
lts. These 
faults dip 55-75 degrees along the northern and southe
rn margins, 
although the fault dip is shallow (-30 degrees) along the western core 
border. The steeper fault dips are attributable to the la
rge strike-
slip components along these margins. The eastern core bo
undary is a 
high-angle fault which strikes N30E, perpendicular to
 the early 
Tertiary extension, and is probably syntectonic with 
structural 
unroofing of the metamorphic core. 
3) Although much of the stratigraphic disparity across low-angle 
faults is the result of Meiozoic thrusting, most of the f
ault systems 
studied display NW to WNW slip vectors. These s~ructures are ei
ther 
thrusts reactivated during the early Tertiary event or you
nger cross-
cutting faults. Extensional low-angle faulting over para
utochthonous 
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carbonate window sequences of Dry Canyon, and possibly also Wildhorse 
Canyon, was E-W-directed, and presumably early Tertiary in age. West 
and north of the.metamorphic ~indow, within the allochthonous cover, 
normal faulting which was largely NW to WNW-directed proceeded along 
numerous low-angle fault systems. South of the .core, movement vectors 
1 
' .. ' 
for the Wood River fault system trend SSE to SE. Low-angle normal 
faulting within cover rocks probably ceased prior to the Eocene 
• igneous event, as these low-angle normal faults within the 
unmetamorphosed cover are all intruded by Eocene plutons or overlain 
by Eocene Challis volcanics near the study sites. 
4) Early Tertiary low-angle normal faulting occurred within the 
crystalline core, as evidenced by a WNW slip vector for a fault near 
the western core border. This type of brittle deformation within core 
rocks probably occurred sometime after the early stages of denudation, 
when the core was above the hrittle-ductile transition. The extent of 
brittle extension within the core has not been determined. 
5) NE-directed Lhrust movements were only recognized at four sites. 
Rocks which preserve a record of Mesozoic thrusting were situated at 
least 7 kms. away from the core, suggesting that at these sites the 
thrusting history was preserved by the "piggyback" transport of faults 
,..,:. 
over underlying detachments. 
,, 
I 
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6) The area is deformed by a series of high-angle faults which most 
commonly strike NW, N, and NE. Four high-angle normal and strike-slip
 
faults presumably formed in the early Tertiary extensional regime
 
display SSE, WNW, and SE slip vectors and crosscut the low-angle
 
faults. Two of these faults deform and postdate both Eocene igneous 
rocks and low-angle normal faults. 
7) Ductile fabrics in core rocks ane kinematically related to the 
detachment faulting, as indicated by the top to the west sense of
 
shear in s-c fabrics and the similarity in trend between the
 
lineations and slickensides. 
8) Based on crosscutting relationships with Eocene igneous rocks, the 
relative timing of the faulting associated with this extensional
 
episode can be tentatively constrained. The early Tertiary brittle
 
deformation appears to have progressed from widespread low-angle
 
normaJ. faulting to unroofing which was restricted to movements along
 
the core-bounding faults. Unroofing along the core-bounding fau
lts 
appears to have accompanied uplift and exposure of the core. Some,
 
and possibly all, early Tertiary high-angle faulting postdated low-
angle normal faulting within the cover rocks and either postdated or
 
accompanied structural unroofing of the core complex. 
9) Neogene extensional structures are represented in tqe study area 
by a high-angle normal fault, a strike-slip fault, and a low-angle
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normal fault. These features crosscut and postdate Eocene Challis 
. 
volcanics, early Tertiary faults, and the northern core boundary. 
I• 
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Geologic map of a portion of the study area 
along Boulder Canyon, west o~ Wildhorse Canyon 
(Xwm= Proterozoic mafic gneiss; Mca:= Miss. 
argillites of the Glide Mountain plate; Mele= 
Miss. Little Copper Fm. of the Copper Basin 
plate; Med= Miss. Drummond Mine Fm. -i~of the 
Copper Basin plate; Tpq= Tertiary quartz mon-
zonite; Tpqd= Tertiary quartz diorite; Tc= Ter-
tiary Challis volcanics; Qg= Quaternary Terrace 
Gravels; Qc= Quaternary Colluvium; Qal= Quater-
nary Alluvium.) 
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The locatlons of the 34 fault sites ore shown with their corresponding derived slip vectors. 
